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FIRST THINGS FIRST
Sanjay Saxena
National Drinking Water Clearinghouse director
Greetings and welcome to the first issue of
On Tap, the magazine!
Most of you were already subscribers to
our two newsletters: On Tap and Water Sense. This new
magazine combines the newsletters into one publication.
We hope that this updated format will help us relay time-
ly drinking water news to you in a more appealing fash-
ion. Rest assured you’ll still be able to find the features
and news you’ve come to expect from the former On Tap
and Water Sense.
What many of you may not realize is that this year we
are celebrating the 10th anniversary of the National
Drinking Water Clearinghouse. The launch of On Tap
magazine is one of the ways we’re marking this milestone. 
Just as I said when the On Tap newsletter premiered
back in March 1992, we want to continue to keep com-
munity leaders, water industry professionals, and other
people who are involved with environmental issues
informed. This new magazine routinely will include topics
about drinking water assistance programs, regulations,
products, technologies, and health, finance, and manage-
ment issues relevant to America’s small communities. 
We’re happy and proud to say that our services have
greatly expanded over the years to provide you with many
products and outreach services to help in the quest for
clean drinking water. Our staff looks forward to continu-
ing to serve your information and assistance needs. 
Putting this magazine together has been a major
undertaking for us. It has also been a labor of love for all
the staff of the NDWC and NESC involved in this endeav-
or. I would personnally like to commend everyone involved
in bringing this work to fruition with utmost concern to
quality and timeliness.
We hope you enjoy our new look, and we hope that On
Tap will be a publication you anticipate receiving. As
always, I want you to feel free to call me at (800) 624-8301
or send me an e-mail at ssaxena@wvu.edu if you have any
questions or comments. I wish you continued success
bringing safe, clean drinking water to your community.
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AWWA Warns About Home Treatment Con Jobs 
NEWS & NOTES
you about the problem, it’s likely the
problem doesn’t exist. 
• Consult with your local water utility to
pinpoint the problem resulting in the aes-
thetic deficiencies that concern you, and
the most effective treatment technique for
addressing it. 
• Before selecting a product, consult with
legitimate home treatment device profes-
sionals, such as the Water Quality
Association or the National Sanitation
Foundation about the different treatment
systems available, the cost of those sys-
tems, as well as the cost and schedule
necessary to maintain them. 
• Be sure to stick to the maintenance sched-
ule for the home treatment device you
select. Without careful and regular main-
tenance, home treatment devices will trap
bacteria and give them a place to breed. 
“Dishonest salespeople have already duped
too many consumers into spending too much
for home treatment systems they don’t need,”
notes Hoffbuhr. “Together, water utilities and
the home treatment industry can ensure that
consumers get the high quality drinking water
they deserve, honestly and affordably.” 
Source water treat-
ment by water utili-
ties makes tap water
safe to drink, but does
not always improve
the water’s taste,
odor, or softness. As
a result, many consumers
and some utilities have
turned to home treat-
ment devices to
improve their tap water’s aesthetic qualities.
“Unfortunately, scam-artists have taken the
opportunity to bilk those consumers for hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars with dishonest
sales ploys,” says Jack Hoffbuhr, executive
director of the American Water Works
Association (AWWA). 
AWWA recommends that consumers inter-
ested in purchasing a home treatment device
protect themselves by taking the following steps: 
• Greet self-professed water experts’ con-
cerns about local tap water quality with
skepticism. Federal law requires water
utilities to fully inform their customers
about serious water quality issues in their
area. If your water utility hasn’t notified
EPAIssues New Radionuclide Rules
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) issued its final rule regulating radionu-
clides on December 7, 2000. Only applicable 
to community water systems, the rule sets
maximum contaminant level goals (MCLGs),
maximum contaminant levels (MCLs), and
monitoring, reporting, and public notification
requirements for radionuclides.
Under the new regulation set to go into effect
December 8, 2003, EPA added uranium to the list
of regulated contaminants. The rule also includes
revisions to the monitoring requirements for com-
bined radium-226 and radium-228, gross alpha
particle radioactivity, and beta particle and
photon radioactivity.
The current radionuclide rule was set in
1976. A 1991 proposal sought to change levels
based on requirements in the 1986 reauthoriza-
tion of the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA). EPA
found that radionuclides were as risky as, or, in
some cases, even riskier to humans than was
estimated in 1976, so EPA decided not to use the
1991 proposed levels.
EPA recommends ion exchange, lime soften-
ing, and reverse osmosis as the best available
technologies for removing combined radium-
226 and radium-228 from drinking water.
Reverse osmosis was selected for treating gross
alpha (excluding radon and uranium.) For ura-
nium, EPA recommends water systems use ion
exchange, lime softening, reverse osmosis, and
enhanced coagulation/filtration.
To view the new regulations in their entirety,
log onto EPA’s Web site at www.epa.gov/ 
safewater/rads/radfr.html.
Contaminant MCLG (pCi/L) MCL
Combined Radium-226 and Radium- 228 Zero 5 pCi/L
Gross Alpha (Excluding radon and uranium) Zero 15 pCi/L
Beta Particle and Photon Radioactivity Zero 4 mrem/year
Uranium Zero 30 g/L
New MCLGs and MCLs for Radionuclides in Drinking
Water (other than radon)On Tap . Spring 2001 . 5
NEWS & NOTES
May 2001
Seventh National Watershed
Conference
National Association of
Conservation Districts
May 20–23
Omni Richmond Hotel
Richmond,VA
John W.Peterson 
(703) 455-6886 or 4387
NC Rural Water Annual
Conference
North Carolina Rural Water
Association
May 22–24
Greensboro,NC
(800) 446-2689
June 2001
AWWA Annual Conference &
Exposition
AWWA
June 17–21
Washington,DC
(800) 926-7337
Seventh National Watershed
Conference
National Association of
Conservation Districts
May 20-23
Omni Richmond Hotel
Richmond,VA
John W.Peterson 
703-455-6886 or 4387 
National Tribal Forum Series
Institute for Tribal
Environmental Professionals
June 26–28
Washington,DC
Pat Nebits 
Northern Arizona University
(520) 523-1266
National Environmental
Health Organization (NEHA)
June 30–July 3
Hyatt Regency
Atlanta,GA
(303) 756-9090
Calendar ofEVENTS
July 2001
16th Annual Training and
Technical Conference
Louisiana Rural Water
Association
July 16–20
Alexandria,LA
(318) 738-2896
August 2001
Association of State and
Interstate Water Pollution
Control Administrators
Annual Meeting
August 12-15
Superior Shores and
Conference Center
1521 Superior Shores Drive
Two Harbors,MN
(800) 242-1988
September 2001
NRWA Management &
Technical Conference 2001
National Rural Water
Association
September 16–19
Philadelphia Marriott
Philadelphia,PA
Dawn Myers 
(580) 251-9081
Distribution System
Symposium
AWWA
September 23–25
San Diego,CA
Joe McDonald 
(303) 247-6201 or
jmcdonal@awwa.org
Eastern WQA Annual
Conference &Trade Show
September 23–26
Turning Stone Casino Resort
Verona,NY
(717) 299-2064
October 2001
International Bottled Water
Association (IBWA)
October 4–6
Miami Convention Center
Miami Beach,FL
(703) 683-5213
WVRWA 17th Annual
Conference
West Virginia Rural Water
Association
October 7–10
Canaan Valley,WV
(304) 562-8585
Association of Water
Technologies
Water Technologies 2001
Dallas,TX
(800) 858-6683
Pacific Water Quality
Association
October 10–14
Riviera Resort Hotel
Palm Springs,CA
Debbie Cosper 
(714) 960-2428
WEFTEC 2001
74th Conference & Expo
Water Environment Federation
October 13–15
Atlanta,GA
(800) 666-0206
ASDWA’s Sixteenth Annual
Conference
Association of State Drinking
Water Administrators
October 23–26
Wyndham Baltimore Inner
Harbor Hotel
Baltimore,MD
Nancy Hannan 
(202) 293-7655
November 2001
25th Annual Conference
South Carolina Rural Water
Association
November 11–14
Myrtle Beach,SC
(864) 833-5566
Water Quality Technology
Conference
November 11–14
AWWA
Nashville,TN
Clare Haas Claveau 
(303) 347-6194
Annual 2001 AWRA Water
Resources Conference
November 12–15
Hyatt Regency Albuquerque
Hotel
Albuquerque,NM
Michael J.Kowalski 
(540) 687-8390 
Treatment Optimization
AWWA
November 28
Fort Worth,TX
AWWA Education Staff 
(800) 926-7337 ext.4 or 
mlarson@awwa.org
Treatment Optimization
AWWA
November 30
Alpharetta (Atlanta),GA
AWWA Education Staff 
(800) 926-7337 ext.4 or 
mlarson@awwa.org
If you are sponsoring a water-related
event and would like to have it listed
in this calendar,please send informa-
tion to On Tap Editor, National
Drinking Water Clearinghouse, West
Virginia University, PO Box 6064,
Morgantown, WV 26506-6064. You
may also contact us at (800) 624-8301
or (304) 293-4191.On Tap . Spring 2001 . 6
NEWS & NOTES
The Institute for Local Self-Reliance
(ILSR) is a 26-year-old nonprofit organ-
ization that provides research, analy-
sis, and innovative policy solutions for
building strong, sustainable local
economies. The ILSR, with offices in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, and Wash-
ington, DC, is supported by grants
from foundations and individual
contributions. 
The ILSR acts as an
information clearing-
house about environ-
mentally sound eco-
nomic development.
Among other things,
they offer publications,
maintain a Web site, and
provide several electron-
ic bulletins. (See below.)
One of the ILSR’s best-known activi-
ties is the “New Rules Project.”
According to Stacy Mitchell, ILSR
research associate, the basic premise of
the New Rules Project is “that many
laws and government policies in place
today undermine local economies and
communities. For example, favoring
industrial hog operations over
small family farms or subsi-
dizing big box retailers at the
expense of locally owned
businesses.
“We think it’s time to
change the rules,” she
continues. “We’ve been
researching and col-
lecting examples of
policies that do the
opposite: support
Institute for Local Self-Reliance Helps Small Towns
strong communities and encourage
an economy that is small-scale and
locally rooted.”
A quarterly publication based on
this project—The New Rules quarterly
magazine—won an Utne Reader
“alternative press award.” In 2000,
ILSR published Home Town Advan-
tage: How to Defend Your Main Street
Against Chain Stores and Why 
It Matters.
For more information about the
ILSR and the New Rules Project, write
to them at 1313 5th Street SE,
Minneapolis, MN 55414 or call (612)
379-3815. You may also visit their Web
site at www.ilsr.org. Information about
the New Rules Project is available on
the Web at www.newrules.org.
Free Newsletters Discuss Maintaining Septic Systems and
Decentralized Approaches
Do water softeners affect the biological activity in a
septic tank? Does the additional sodium in softener brine
lead to drainfield failure? If you’ve ever wondered
whether a home water softening unit might mean trouble
for an onsite septic system, read the winter issue of
Pipeline, a National Small Flows Clearinghouse (NSFC)
publication. 
The Winter 2001 Pipeline (Item #SFPLNL24) discuss-
es water softeners and offers answers to some of the
common questions consumers ask. Experts have studied
the effects of water softeners on septic system perform-
ance, and while not all the research is conclusive, the
answers presented thus far can help consumers make
informed choices about their own hard water problems. 
The Fall 2000 Pipeline (Item #SFPLNL23) discussed
using a decentralized approach—as opposed to a central
treatment facility—when a small community needs to
upgrade or replace its existing wastewater treatment.
This issue examined how a combination of onsite sys-
tems and cluster systems can perform just as well as and
be less expensive than, a centralized system. Case stud-
ies describing treatment methods, management strate-
gies, and funding issues show how other towns have
resolved their wastewater problems. 
Pipeline is written for a general audience, and each
issue explains a wastewater technology or theme of interest
to local officials and
community residents.
The articles are pre-
sented in an easy-
to-read nontechni-
cal style and
include a list of
contacts and
resources in
each issue.
Pipeline may be downloaded from NSFC’s
Web site. Located at www.nsfc.wvu.edu, the NSFC
Web site also contains information about new waste-
water-related products, NSFC services, and a calendar of
upcoming conferences and events. 
Readers are encouraged to reprint Pipeline articles in
local newspapers or include them in flyers, newsletters,
or educational presentations. Pipeline can also be
ordered in bulk and distributed at public meetings or
other forums. 
To order a particular Pipeline issue or for a free sub-
scription, call the NSFC at (800) 624-8301 or (304) 293-
4191, or write to NSFC, West Virginia University, P.O. Box
6064, Morgantown, WV 26506-6064. The international
subscription fee is $6.00. All back issues of Pipeline are 20
cents each, and shipping charges do apply.On Tap . Spring 2001 . 7
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New Drinking Water Course Is Available
The National Environmental Train-
ing Center for Small Communities’
(NETCSC) newest curriculum, “Man-
aging a Small Drinking Water
System: A Short Course for Local
Officials,” is now available.
“We are pleased to announce that
the training package is now available
for purchase by anyone who wishes to
train on this topic,” says Sandra
Fallon, the NETCSC training specialist
who coordinated course development.
The course premiered at NETCSC’s
Environmental Training Institute for
Small Communities last year.
According to Fallon, this is the
first national training curriculum
directed toward anyone who has
decision-making responsibility or
authority for a community’s drinking
water system. The training was
developed in response to results from
several training needs assessments
and the capacity development provi-
sions of the 1996 Safe Drinking
Water Act (SDWA) Amendments.
“The curriculum teaches decision
makers in small communities what
they need to know to be able to devel-
op or enhance the technical, mana-
gerial, and financial capacity of their
systems,” says Fallon. It is
an introductory level train-
ing program designed to
help local officials run their
systems like a business,
stay in compliance, and
deliver clean, safe drinking
water to their customers.
The training materials are
flexible, applicable across the
country, and easy for both
trainers and local officials to
use. Trainers are guided as
to how the materials may
be used as a foundation
upon which to build state-
specific capacity develop-
ment training. Self-study
components are built into
the materials as well so
that local officials can use
the materials on their own
if they are unable to attend
a training session.
The curriculum is made up of 10
individual modules. (See box at right
for a list of modules and prices.) “The
materials may be used together as
part of a two- or three-day training
workshop, in any combination to
meet more targeted training needs, or
as stand-alone materials to empha-
size a particular aspect of effective
system management,” says Fallon.
NETCSC’s first course offering
was well received by attendees at its
Environmental Training Institute for
Small Communities last August.
Since then, a number of organiza-
tions have used the materials to help
small communities meet the capacity
development requirements of the
1996 SDWA Amendments. According
to Fallon, organizations in Massa-
chusetts, New York, Pennsylvania,
Wisconsin, and Wyoming are using
or plan to use the curriculum as a
training tool.
For more information about
“Managing a Small Drinking Water
System: A Short Course for Local Offi-
cials,” contact Fallon at (800) 624-8301
or (304) 293-4191, extension 5582, or
via e-mail at sfallon@wvu.edu.
Training Institute 
for Small Communities
Announced
On August 6-10,2001,the National Environmental
Training Center for Small Communities (NETCSC)
will hold its Second Environmental Training
Institute for Small Communities at West Virginia
University. The Institute is designed for environ-
mental trainers, technical assistance providers,
regulatory personnel,and small community local
officials and decision makers. NETCSC’s training
courses about managing wastewater, drinking
water,and solid waste services in small communi-
ties will be featured.
For registration or general information,please con-
tact Sandy Miller, conference services representa-
tive, at (800) 624-8301 ext. 5536 or (304) 293-4191
ext. 5536, or log onto the NETCSC Web site at
www.netc.wvu.edu.
Managing a Small Drinking 
Water System:A Short Course 
for Local Officials
Complete Training Package (Includes
Trainer’s Guide,Participant Modules and
Resource Pack) 
TRTPCD39 ................................................$127.50   
Individual Components:
Participant Modules and Resource Pack 
TRTGCD40 ..................................................$67.50
Participant Module 1:Local Officials’
Respon-sibilities for Providing Safe
Drinking Water 
TRPMCD41....................................................$3.30 
Participant Module 2:Regulatory History,
Current and Future Requirements 
TRPMCD42....................................................$4.00 
Participant Module 3:Basics of a Drinking
Water System/Video 
TRPMCD43..................................................$20.10 
Participant Module 4:Drinking Water
System Operation and Maintenance/Video 
TRPMCD44..................................................$20.10 
Participant Module 5:Administrative
Management Practices 
TRPMCD45....................................................$5.35 
Participant Module 6:Working with
Consultants and Assistance Providers
TRPMCD46....................................................$3.80 
Participant Module 7:Managing People 
TRPMCD47....................................................$5.10 
Participant Module 8:Communicating with 
the Public 
TRPMCD48....................................................$4.00 
Participant Module 9:Financial
Management 
TRPMCD49....................................................$5.90 
Participant Module 10:Financial Options
for System Projects or Upgrades 
TRPMCD50....................................................$5.25 
Microsoft PowerPoint® Presentation— 
PC Format 
TRPMCD51..................................................$10.00 
Microsoft PowerPoint® Presentation—
Mac Format 
TRPMCD52..................................................$10.00
To order any of these items,
please call NETCSC at (800) 624-
8301 or (304) 293-4191 or e-mail
netc_orders@mail.nesc.wvu.edu.On Tap . Spring 2001 . 8
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NADO Web Site Promotes
Economic Development
The National Association of Development
Organizations (NADO), and its affiliated
research foundation, provide research,
education, and training opportunities for
community, economic, and rural develop-
ment practitioners and policymakers.
Perhaps the most visible NADO activity is
the Economic Development Digest (EDD), a
ten-times-a-year newsletter that NADO
refers to as their “premier publication.”
The EDD is available both as a printed pub-
lication and on the Web at www.nado.org/
pubs/digest.html. According to Melissa Levy,
editor, the purpose of the EDD is to provide
relevant information to the various organizations and individuals
involved with economic development. “In publishing the Digest, we hope
to bridge the communication gap between research professionals and
economic development practitioners in the field, particularly those in
small cities and rural areas,” she says. 
“Our work impacts small communities by improving contact between
those who seek solutions to problems and those who find solutions and
make them work,” she continues. “The Digest publishes news of the lat-
est innovations and success stories in economic development involving
both public and private efforts. The Digest improves communication
among economic development practitioners and helps develop practical
solutions to deal with the economic distress in small communities.”
Water projects are a popular EDD topic. The November 2000 issue, for
example, offers an extensive article about new aquaponic operations in
Kentucky and South Dakota.
“Aquaponics offers alternative agriculture enterprises, uses little land
and produces little pollution,” says Kelly Novak, NADO research manager
and author of the article. “It systematically grows plants and fish in one
greenhouse. Wastewater effluent from fish is sprayed on plant roots in a
‘soilless’ medium. The closed recycling circuit speeds up plant growth by
30 to 40 percent and enables the production of fresh produce and fish
all year round.”
EDD’s March 2001 issue focuses on regional cooperation, the work
regional development organizations do, and how this work helps com-
munities around the country.
For more information about NADO, write to them at 400 N. Capitol Street
NW, Suite 390, Washington DC, 20001, or call (202) 624-8813. Detailed
descriptions of their various programs, including publications, may be
found on their Web site at www.nado.org.
Web Site Shows How
to Build a Geographic
Information System
The Conservation Fund,a national non-
profit organization dedicated to land
and water conservation in the U.S.,
recently launched a Web site that pro-
vides information about geographic
information systems (GIS).
Located at www.conservation-GIS.com,
the site provides information about sys-
tem design (including hardware, soft-
ware,and staffing concerns) and how to
make GIS work for you (including map
making, analysis tools, and data man-
agement). Links to federal, state, and
local sources for data, such as aquatic
and land resources,are also provided.
Contact the Conservation Fund by writ-
ing to 1800 N. Kent St., Suite 1120,
Arlington, VA 22209-2156 or call (703)
525-6300.
Federal Funding
Availability on the Web
Interested in up-to-the-minute informa-
tion about federal loan and grant
money? “Sure,” you say incredulously,
“who isn’t?”
The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
Office of Community Development
maintains a Web site that has this infor-
mation.“Notices of Funding Availability”
are announcements that appear in the
Federal Register—printed each day by the
U.S. government—inviting applications
for federal grant and loan programs.
Located at ocd.usda.gov/nofa.htm, this
page allows the user to generate a cus-
tom listing of available funds. The user
may select categories such as “environ-
ment” or “health,” as well as different
funding sources to identify appropriate
programs.The site is updated daily.
web
ResourcesOn Tap . Spring 2001 . 9
Submit Your System
Information to RESULTS
The National Drinking Water
Clearinghouse’s (NDWC) popular treat-
ment technologies database RESULTS
[the Registry of Equipment Suppliers of
Treatment Technologies for Small
Systems] may be searched free of
charge online. Operators may submit
their system’s information online,too.
RESULTS is a database containing infor-
mation about treatment technologies
used in small systems, manufacturers/
suppliers of technologies, and system
contacts. The database offers valuable
first-step information for small system
owners and operators, design engi-
neers, and others who are exploring
treatment technologies for specific
water problems.
For example,an operator who needs to
treat water for iron can search the data-
base and find more than 180 other sys-
tems that treat for iron. Users can learn
about the treatment method used,cap-
ital costs of the plant, maintenance
costs, the equipment vendor, and the
system’s contact information, so they
may reach the operator.Database users
can evaluate alternative treatment
options or compare the costs that other
systems spent on their equipment.
Operators can help the NDWC improve
the RESULTS database by providing infor-
mation about their systems. The greater
the number of entries in the database,
the more useful it will be to users search-
ing for small system information.
Log onto the NDWC’s Web site at
www.ndwc.wvu.edu to the online
RESULTS questionnaire or to search the
database free of charge.For those with-
out Internet access, contact an NDWC
technical assistance specialist at (800)
624-8301 or (304) 293-4191 to receive a
printed questionnaire or to have a
search run for you,free of charge.
“Streamstats” Estimates
Massachusetts Streamflows
The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), in collaboration with the
Massachusetts departments of Environmental Management and
Environmental Protection and the state geographic information agency,
has developed a Web-based streamflow-estimating system called
“Streamstats.” USGS plans to expand this pilot project into a nationwide
information program
The Massachusetts pilot program may be accessed at ma.water.usgs.gov/
streamstats/. It features an equation-based method for estimating sta-
tistics that indicate the range of expected streamflow at user-selected
sites.
Users “need only select a site on a stream to get estimates of streamflow
statistics,” says Kernell Ries, USGS hydrologist and principal investiga-
tor for the project. “Automatically the physical characteristics of the
watershed that drains to the site will be measured, a set of equations will
be solved, and the estimated streamflow statistics and location map will
be provided to your desktop within seconds.”
Vicki Gartland, a water resources program manager with the Massa-
chusetts Department of Environmental Management is excited about
this management tool. “Streamstats quickly provides important stream-
flow statistics used for managing stressed river basins and calculating
potential impacts of water withdrawals in areas without gauges,” she
notes. “Also, Streamstats allows us to determine how much industrial
waste a given river or stream can handle. That’s important when it
comes to issuing permits.”
According to the USGS Web site, Streamstats is “an advanced Internet appli-
cation.” They recommend that users go through a tutorial that provides
information about the program’s hardware and software requirements of the
program and basic instructions necessary to use the application.
More information about USGS programs may be found on their Web site at
www.usgs.gov.
www.ndwc.wvu.edu“What is your system doing to minimize the
dangers associated with cross connections
and backflow?”
We enacted a very strict “Cross-Connection
Control Ordinance” several years ago. It is very
important to get all new construction and reno-
vation work up to the new code. With regard to
the pre-ordinance establishments, the city
required businesses with the highest hazard
potential to come into compliance within a spec-
ified period of time. City engineers help with the
design of systems, making compliance more
affordable. We are now looking into establishing
a revolving loan program to help establishments
afford the more expensive installations. The
program will lend money set aside in a special
fund and collect the payment over a five year
term, with modest interest. The payments are
billed with taxes. Within a few years, the fund
will replenish itself with payments from earlier
borrowers and self-fund itself.
Frank DeOrio
Director of Municipal Utilities
City of Auburn,New York
For small systems, Washington’s Drinking
Water Program focuses on technical assistance
and training, as well as review and approval of
cross connection control programs as part of
Small Water System Management Programs.
The state is also poised to distribute Cross
Connection Control Guidance for Small Water
Systems, a detailed reference manual.
As a state approved satellite management
agency and an owner/operator of multiple small
systems, education has been a valuable tool in
teaching our customers about the potential
health risks associated with cross connection.
Many of our customers and non-customers
alike come to us for installation and testing due
to our focus on cross-connection awareness.
We have managed to economically justify the
training and certification of our three operators
as either cross-connection specialist and/or
backflow assembly testers by offering our serv-
ices outside our customer base.
Lisa Raysby,P.E.
Water Department
Peninsula Light Company
Gig Harbor,Washington
The Kansas City Board of Public Utilities
(BPU) provides a manual titled Rules and
Regulations Pertaining to Water Service, which
has the required backflow prevention method.
Sections of the manual include: ordinance,
approved backflow prevention assemblies, a list
of certified testers, and approved water meter
and backflow drawings.
BPU issues two types of permits: one for
new services and one for the maintenance of
existing services. Architects and engineers
(plumbers for existing services) must submit
plans in accordance with the general rules and
regulations to obtain a permit.  When perform-
ing emergency work, the plumber must notify
the Water Operations Department by telephone
prior to starting any work and secure the per-
mit on the next regular working day. Permits
must be returned to the BPU no later than 10
days after inspections are made, with a com-
plete report of all work done, the date the work
was completed, and the signature of an inspec-
tor. Inspections are required on all work per-
formed under a permit.
Dennis Mason
Water Operations Specialist
Board of Public Utilities
Kansas City,Kansas
Most states have cross-connection control
regulations in place. If a system discovers a
cross connection, it is required to remove it, or
install a control device, usually at the expense of
the user. In Colorado, for example, each system
is required to have a cross-connection control
plan in place, and be checking commercial and
industrial users for cross connections and con-
trols. Annual testing of devices is required. The
state usually checks to see if such a plan is in
place during routine sanitary surveys, or only
about once every five years. Training of opera-
tors and testers is routinely given each year.
Jerry Biberstine
Principal Engineer
National Rural Water Association
Duncan,Oklahoma
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Advisory Board to
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Every year during the first full week
in May, individuals and organizations
across the U.S. and Canada prepare
to celebrate one of nature’s greatest
gifts: water. 
Schools distribute water conser-
vation coloring books, stickers, and
posters; libraries prominently dis-
play water education books on their
tables; and many communities hold
water festivals. These activities are just a
few of the water-related experiences that hap-
pen during Drinking Water Week. 
Each year the focus on water varies, but the
message remains constant: give water a help-
ing hand. This year’s celebration focuses on
“water works wonders” and is scheduled for
May 6–12. 
What’s a Blue Thumb?
Expanding on the idea that
a “green thumb” implies caring
for and nurturing plants, the
American Water Works Associ-
ation (AWWA) and its partners
made the “blue thumb” their
symbol and the phrase “give
drinking water a hand” their
motto. The blue thumb symbol
and motto signify a strong,
public commitment to conserv-
ing and protecting the water
that gives our planet life.  
According to Lois M. Sherry,
AWWA communications and
marketing coordinator, the blue
thumb symbol caught on.
“The campaign grew dramati-
cally,” says Sherry, “so that by
1994, more than 400 organi-
zations across the county,
including community groups,
schools, and libraries, partici-
pated in Drinking Water Week.
The media campaign generat-
ed more than 800 newspaper
placements with a reach of 12
million impressions, and TV
spots on a cable TV show
reached an audience of nearly
10 million.”  
Blue Thumb Project Finds a Home Online
“In 1998,” Sherry says, “AWWA
launched a Web page to become the
home of the Blue Thumb Project and to
allow for the distribution of Drinking
Water Week information. As the Internet
provides a vehicle for the most efficient distri-
bution of information, updates will continue to
be posted on the AWWA Web site.” 
To learn more about the Blue Thumb Project
and how you can get involved, contact the
AWWA at (303) 794-7711 or log onto their Web
site at www.awwa.org/bluethumb.  This year,
AWWA will not distribute Blue Thumb Kits.
Instead, AWWA has kept pace with technology
and has placed all the Blue Thumb Kit material
online.
Groundwater Awareness Week Held in May
Approximately half of the U.S. population depends upon
groundwater for its drinking water supply—whether from a pub-
lic or private well. To celebrate how important groundwater is to
us, National Ground Water Awareness Week will be observed
May 6-12, 2001, this year.
Kevin McCray, executive director for the National Ground
Water Association (NGWA) notes that groundwater is important
to us in many ways. Consider: 
• Groundwater provides much of the flow of many streams;
often lakes and streams are “windows” to the water table.
Groundwater adds 492 billion gallons per day (gpd) to U.S.
surface water bodies. 
• Scientists estimate U.S. groundwater reserves to be at
least 33,000 trillion gallons—equal to the amount the
Mississippi River has discharged into the Gulf of Mexico in
the past 200 years. 
• The U.S. uses 76.4 billion gpd of fresh groundwater 
for public supply, private supply, irrigation, livestock,
manufacturing, mining, thermoelectric power, and other
purposes. 
• There are nearly 12 million wells serving households,
cities, business, and agriculture every day. 
• Irrigation accounts for the largest use of groundwater in
the U.S., approximately 65 percent of all the groundwater
pumped each day. Some 49 billion gpd of
groundwater are used for agricultural irriga-
tion from more than 516,600 wells. 
• One ton of groundwater used by industry
generates an estimated $14,000 worth of
output. 
Celebrate the Wonders of Water:
May Brings National Drinking Water Week 
Continued on page 45On Tap . Spring 2001 . 12
by Mark Kemp-Rye
On Tap Managing Editor
Editor’s note: Considerable attention has been paid to
water treatment over the last several decades.Many within
the water industry believe it’s now time to turn our atten-
tion to distribution systems. Recently, I asked three water
experts—Jerry Biberstine, principal engineer with the
National Rural Water Association;
Peter Shanaghan, small systems
coordinator with the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency; and
Larry Bowman, director of the
water programs division with the
U.S Department of Agriculture’s
Rural Utitilies Service—to answer
some questions about distribution
systems. Their responses follow.
Throughout the rest of this issue 
of  On Tap, you’ll find a series of
articles with distribution as an
underlying theme.
Are distribution systems
the next big issue for the
water industry?
“Yes,” says U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency’s
(EPA) Peter Shanaghan. “It
is clearly time to focus on
distribution systems. We
need to remain ever mindful
of the fundamental impor-
tance of multiple barrier protection. The three
big barriers are (1) source protection, (2) treat-
ment, and (3) distribution. Treatment has been
center stage for many years now. Source water
protection is finally beginning to receive the
attention it deserves. Distribution systems are
not yet receiving the attention they deserve.”
Rural Utilities Service’s (RUS) Larry Bowman
agrees, but keeps an eye on the country’s non-
metropolitan areas. “Distribution systems serv-
ing rural areas fall into two problem categories,”
he observes. “First, about half of the incorpo-
rated communities who apply for assistance
have old distribution facilities that were built in
the 1930s or before. Second, under-served areas
either do not have service or growth has
exceeded system capacity.
Most rural water systems
outside incorporated com-
munities have been built in
the past 40 years, and dis-
tribution systems are not
yet wearing out. But, there
is a huge demand for
extending service to areas
that need water service. This
past summer’s droughts
have highlighted how fragile
groundwater supplies are
in some areas. Individual
wells can no longer be con-
sidered the drinking water
solution in some places.”
National Rural Water
Association’s Jerry Biber-
stine, by contrast, doesn’t
see distribution as the next
hot topic. “I do agree that
there are several matters
that could be addressed to
improve drinking water
quality,” he says, “but I don’t see a big need for
extensive regulations in this area. It is an out-
of-sight out-of-mind issue—and that can be
scary—but most distribution systems are work-
ing well. We already regulate distribution sam-
pling through total coliform and chlorine resid-
ual monitoring at the end of the system, as well
as corrosion control.”
OPERATIONS
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What are the main challenges systems face?
Biberstine mentions cross-connection con-
trol, regrowth control regulations, and pipe
replacement as the biggest problems facing dis-
tribution systems in the near future.
Shanaghan lists maintenance and replace-
ment of system components as major chal-
lenges. “Each system needs to have a well-con-
sidered strategy for timely maintenance and
replacement,” he adds. “Water main breaks are
an all too common occurrence in some sys-
tems. Main breaks are not only inconvenient
and disruptive, but they also represent a threat
to public health.”
“From a rural perspective, the easiest proj-
ects have been completed,” says Bowman.
“What’s left are areas of sparse population and
other high construction cost areas. To get
needed water service to these areas, it’s going
to take cost-effective designs and financing
that will permit user rates to be affordable for
the residents. Even with grants and low inter-
est rate loans, user rates are going to be high-
er. It is unlikely that we will see any significant
increase in the availability of grant funds so
water systems will have to pay for improve-
ments through user rates or taxes.”
Do small systems have unique problems?
“Yes,” Bowman says emphatically. “Small
systems face bigger challenges than large sys-
tems for one primary reason: They are small.
Small systems usually cannot take advantage
of economies of scale. For example, a well test
that costs $1,500 would have to be covered by,
say, 100 customers in a small system and
maybe 1,000 in a larger system—a huge differ-
ence on a per customer basis. The impacts of
more stringent regulations and increasing con-
struction, as well as most other costs, are also
likely to be higher on a per customer basis in a
small system.”
“The need for replacing old lines is enor-
mous,” says Biberstine. “Many small systems
are not growing, so face no major line expan-
sion problems. As a result, the lines are aging
and no one thinks about having to replace
them as they wear out. Other small systems,
though, are experiencing major growth. For
them, it is not just a matter of adding new lines
to handle the growth areas, but having to
replace small mains with much larger mains to
even get water to the growth areas.
Unfortunately, most small systems have poor
operations and management, so the upkeep of
existing lines is minimal.”
Proper management is essential for small sys-
tems, says Shanaghan. “All systems—especially
small systems—really need to engage in system-
atic strategic planning and management. Small
systems face higher per household costs than do
larger systems. So, it is essential that small sys-
tems seek every possible efficiency. They need to
balance distribution system maintenance and
repair against source protection and treatment.
The greatest challenge facing small systems is to
step back from the crisis of the moment and plan
strategically, taking all major issues and oppor-
tunities into consideration.”
How will we pay for improvements?
“There has been talk for years of a trust
fund—similar to the highway trust fund—that
would be built up through taxes on systems, and
then doled out to cover major problems across
the country,” says Biberstein. “This is a possible
solution, although no one likes another tax to
handle what should be a locally funded issue.”
Local funding is key, agrees Shanaghan.
“The real long-term answer is that every system
should be charging the full cost of service,
including appropriate capital asset mainte-
nance and replacement. This means water bills
need to go up substantially. But, if customers
never receive an accurate price signal, they
can’t make informed decisions about their sys-
tem. If customers find the full cost of service
objectionably high, then perhaps the system
and customers together could consider how
costs might be reduced.”
In the end, customers will have to shoulder
the costs, says Bowman. “Programs, such as the
RUS’s Water and Waste Disposal loan and grant
program and EPA’s state revolving loan funds,
are limited to the needy, as they should be. They
are, for the most part, still loans that have to be
repaid. It is incumbent on the water industry
and public organizations, such as RUS and EPA
to educate the public on the importance of safe
drinking water and why it costs more.
“Drinking water is one of the best bargains
in this country,” he continues. “When people
pay twice as much for cable TV as for drinking
water as is common, and then complain about
the cost of water, something is out of balance.”
For more information about distribution sys-
tems and other water topics, visit the following
Web sites:
• National Rural Water Association —
www.nrwa.org
• EPA Office of Ground Water and Drinking
Water — www.epa.gov/OGWDW/
• Rural Utilities Service —
www.usda.gov/rus/water/index.htm
• National Drinking Water Clearinghouse —
www.ndwc.wvu.edu
Mark Kemp-Rye is managing editor of
On Tap.From 1998 until 2001,he was
the editor of Water Sense,an NDWC
newsletter devoted to management
and financial topics in the water industry.There’s More Than One Type
Distribution systems may be
classified as grid or branching sys-
tems, or a combination of the two.
(See figures below.)
Generally, engineers prefer a grid
system to a branching system
because it can supply water to any
point from at least two directions. It
also permits any broken pipe sec-
tions to be isolated for repair without
disrupting service to large areas of
the community. 
A branching system has numerous
terminals or “dead ends” that prevent
water from being circulated through-
out the system. Further, water tends
to stagnate in dead-end patterns,
making them more susceptible to
taste and odor problems. This kind of
pattern requires frequent flushing, so
hydrants should be placed at the
extreme end of these lines. 
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by Kathy Jesperson
On Tap Associate Editor
with technical assistance from 
Vipin Bhardwaj
Technical Assistance Specialist 
Most people don’t give a second
thought to how their drinking water
gets to their homes. It just does. But
those of us who work in the drinking
water industry know that the process
is a bit more complicated. 
Most customers think distribu-
tion systems are the network of pipes
beneath roads and streets that trans-
port water from treatment plants to
individual households, businesses,
and other customers. And while this is
true, distribution systems also include
pumps, storage tanks, fire hydrants,
service connections, meters, and
other equipment. 
A combination system is the type
most commonly used. It can incorpo-
rate loop feeders, which distribute
the flow to an area from several direc-
tions. Street patterns, topography,
development, and treatment and
storage facilities dictate a distribu-
tion system’s design.
Typically, distribution systems are
designed to satisfy domestic, commer-
cial, and industrial water needs. The
system must have enough pressure to
deliver water to customers, as well as
enough to meet fire-fighting purposes.
At the same time, pressure should 
not be so excessive that serious prob-
lems occur. 
As pressure increases, so do
leaks and breaks. Communities then
spend money to transport a product
that never makes it to its destination
and is, therefore, wasted. Because
more than half the cost of a munici-
pal water supply system is for the
distribution network, it is important
that the system’s design maintains a
reasonably uniform pressure. (See
the  Tech Brief insert about leak
detection.)
In hilly or mountainous terrain,
the distribution system is usually
divided into two or more service areas
or zones. These areas are typically
interconnected, and workers may
close interconnections using valves
during normal operation hours. This
prevents the system from having to
maintain extremely high pressure in
low-lying areas to ensure reasonable
OPERATIONS
Distribution 101:
How does water get from the 
source
to yourtap?
Types of Water Distribution Systems
Branching System
Branch Line
Main Supply Line
Loop Feederthan six inches in
diameter, these pipe-
lines are placed within
the public right-of-
way so workers can
install service con-
nections for all poten-
tial water users.
Pipelines must be
installed with proper
bedding and backfill.
Soil compaction under
the pipe (bedding) as
well as above the pipe
(backfill) is necessary
to provide proper
support. A water main
should never be
installed in the same
trench with a sewer
line. Where the two
must cross, the water
main should be placed
above the sewer line
to prevent possible
cross connection
issues.
Pipes must be able
to resist internal and
external forces as well
as corrosion. Water
pressure inside the
pipes, the weight of
the overlying soil, and vehicles pass-
ing over them place stress on
pipelines. In addition, metal pipes
may rust internally if the water sup-
ply is corrosive or externally because
of corrosive soil conditions.
Pipelines also may have to with-
stand what are known as “water-
hammer” forces. Water hammers
occur when valves are closed too
rapidly, causing pressure surges
through the system. To avoid water
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pressures at higher elevations. In
addition, water pressure can remain
relatively constant when pressure-
regulating valves are installed.
The Pressure Is On
If you’ve been around the water
industry for any period of time, you’ve
probably heard talk of “head.” Loosely
defined, head is a measurement of
water’s potential to flow. The distribu-
tion system needs head, which is the
difference between a source of water
supply and the point at which the
water is drawn. This head difference
is what drives the flow of water. Water
will flow from a point of higher head
to a point of lower head. 
Head difference is maintained in
a distribution system either by gravi-
ty or by pressure (pumping). Often,
public water supply systems use
some combination of both. In gravity
systems, tanks store water at strate-
gic locations sufficiently elevated to
create the working pressure water
requires to move the water to
demand points. Water always flows
in the direction of gravity, which
means downhill. Further, water will
always try to equalize its level.  
However, water that is at the
same level does not have a head dif-
ference. So, pressure must be
applied to force water through the
pipe. Hence, when elevated storage is
impractical, pumps provide the
required working pressure within the
system. In these pressure systems,
the pumps are normally located at
the treatment plant and perhaps
within the distribution system. 
In combined systems, water stor-
age facilities are used along with pro-
vision for pumping. This system type
stores water during
times of low demand,
while assuring that a
sufficient quantity is
available to meet the
peak demand. Typi-
cally, water is pumped
directly into the distri-
bution system. The
quantity of water
exceeding the demand
automatically feeds
into a storage facility
or reservoir. Engineers
may also design a sys-
tem that pumps sup-
ply water to a storage
facility, which in turn,
might flow into the
distribution system by
gravity.  
Where’s the pipe?
The pipeline net-
work consists of arte-
rial water mains also
called “primary feeders”
or “trunk lines.” These
lines carry water from
the treatment plant to
areas where it’s need-
ed in the community. 
Water mains must
be placed three to six feet below the
ground surface to protect against
traffic loads, prevent freezing, and
protect against accidental damage
from digging or construction activi-
ties. Because the water in a distribu-
tion system is under pressure,
pipelines can follow the shape of the
land, uphill as well as down. 
Smaller-diameter pipelines called
“secondary feeders” or “branch lines”
tie into the mains. Usually not less
Most customers think
distribution systems are
the network of pipes
beneath roads and
streets that transport
water from treatment
plants to individual
households, businesses,
and other customers.
And while this is true,
distribution systems
also include pumps,
storage tanks, fire
hydrants, service con-
nections, meters, and
other equipment.
Grid System Combination System
Central
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hammers, try not to open or close
hydrants or valves too quickly. 
Maintaining pipelines is critical to
operating a system. Proper mainte-
nance means flushing mains; checking
valve operation, residual disinfection,
and hydraulic operation; adding back
flow devices; and controlling corrosion. 
Pipes Are Made of Different
Materials 
Distribution pipes are made of
asbestos cement, cast iron, ductile
iron, plastic, reinforced concrete, or
steel. Pipe sections are easily joined
with a coupling sleeve
and rubber-ring gas-
ket. Cast iron has an
excellent record of
service, with many
installations still func-
tioning after 100
years. 
Ductile iron, a
stronger and more
elastic type of cast
iron, is used in newer
installations. Iron
pipes are made in
diameters up to 48
inches and are usually
coated to prevent cor-
rosion. Underground
sections are connected
with bell-and-spigot
joints; the spigot end
of one pipe section is
pushed into the bell
end of an adjacent
section. A rubber-ring
gasket in the bell end
is compressed when
the two sections are
joined, creating a
watertight, flexible
connection. Flanged
and bolted joints are
used for above-
ground installations.
The use of plastic
pipes or PVC [polyvinyl
chloride] is steadily increasing.
Available in diameters up to 24 inch-
es, they are lightweight and easily
installed. These pipes are also corro-
sion-resistant, and their smoothness
provides good hydraulic characteris-
tics. Threaded screw couplings or
bell-and-spigot compression-type
joints are used to join plastic pipes.
(See the Tech Trend insert for more
information about plastic pipes.)
Pre-cast reinforced concrete pipe
sections up to 12 feet in diameter are
used for arterial mains. Reinforced
concrete pipes are strong and
durable. They are joined using a bell-
and-spigot-type connection that is
sealed with cement mortar. Steel pipe
is sometimes used for arterial mains
in above ground installations. It is
very strong and lighter than concrete
pipe; however, the interior must be
lined and the exterior must be paint-
ed and wrapped to protect against
corrosion. Sections of steel pipe are
welded together or joined with
mechanical coupling
devices.
The interior of
metal pipes often has
a plastic or other type
of lining to prevent any
rusting that may lead
to water quality deteri-
oration. The exteriors
of metal pipes also are
coated with an asphalt
product and wrapped
with special tape to
reduce corrosion due
to contact with certain
soils. 
Pumps Are an Integral
Part of the System 
Many kinds of
pumps are used in
distribution systems.
Pumps that lift sur-
face water and move it
to a nearby treatment
plant are called low-
lift pumps. These
pumps move large vol-
umes of water at rela-
tively low discharge
pressures. Pumps that
discharge treated water
into arterial mains are
called high-lift pumps.
These operate under
higher pressures.
Pumps that increase the pressure
within the distribution system or
raise water into an elevated storage
tank are called booster pumps. Well
pumps lift water from underground
and discharge it directly into a distri-
bution system.
Centrifugal pumps are the most
common type used in distribution
systems. With these pumps, a rapid-
ly rotating impeller adds energy to
the water and raises the pressure
inside the pump casing. The flow rate
through a centrifugal pump depends
on the pressure against which it
operates. The higher the pressure,
the lower the flow or discharge.
Another kind of pump is the positive-
displacement type. This pump deliv-
ers a fixed quantity of water with
each piston cycle or rotor. Water is
literally pushed or displaced from the
pump casing. A positive-displace-
ment pump’s flow capacity is unaf-
fected by the pressure of the system
in which it operates.
What are valves? 
To function properly, a water dis-
tribution system requires several
types of fittings, including hydrants
and shut-off valves. The hydrant’s
main purpose is to provide water for
fire-fighting. However, they also are
used for flushing water mains, pres-
sure testing, water sampling, and
washing debris off public streets.
Many types of valves are used to
control the quantity and direction of
water flow. Gate valves are usually
installed throughout the pipe net-
work. They allow sections to be shut
off and isolated while repairing broken
mains, pumps, or hydrants. A type of
valve commonly used for throttling
and controlling the rate of flow is
called a “butterfly valve.”
Safety valves or pressure relief
valves are important in long pipelines
for surge control. Air relief valves are
desirable at high points in pressure
lines where other relief is not avail-
able. Blow-off valves are used at low
system elevations and dead-end lines
to permit emptying or flushing when
necessary. Vacuum relief valves are
used to prevent complications caused
by negative pressures.
Why are storage tanks and reservoirs
necessary? 
Distribution storage tanks, famil-
iar sights in many communities,
serve three basic purposes: they
must meet the water needs of resi-
dential and commercial customers,
accommodate fire-fighting and emer-
gency purposes, and equalize operat-
ing pressures. 
Distribution storage tanks are
built at ground level or on hilltops
higher than the service area. In areas
with flat topography, the tanks may
As pressure increases,
so do leaks and
breaks. Communities
then spend money to
transport a product
that never makes it to
its destination and is,
therefore, wasted.
Because more than 
half the cost of a
municipal water supply
system is for the 
distribution network, 
it is important that 
the system's design
maintains a reasonably
uniform pressure.   On Tap . Spring 2001 . 17
be elevated above
ground on towers to
provide adequate water
pressures, or ground-
level storage tanks with
booster pumping may
be used.
Reservoirs are clas-
sified as underground,
ground level, elevated,
or standpipe. An under-
ground reservoir or
basin—either open or
covered—may be at or
below grade level and
formed either by exca-
vation or embankment.
An elevated reser-
voir is a tank support-
ed above ground by a
structural framework.
Steel and wood have
been used in constructing stand-
pipes and elevated tanks, which are
normally enclosed. Most systems
prefer to use covered reservoirs for
treated water because water in open
reservoirs is subject to falling dust,
soot, and dust-borne microorgan-
isms; to contamination by animals,
including birds and human beings;
and to algae growth. Utilities may
need to control algae and microbial
slime growths in open distribution
reservoirs by adding copper sulfate
or chlorine (or both) to the water.
Surface reservoirs are usually
lined with concrete, Gunite, asphalt,
or an asphalt membrane. While these
reservoirs may be covered or uncov-
ered, many systems cover them to
prevent animals or humans from
contaminating the water and to pre-
vent algae from forming in the water.
Standpipes or elevated tanks are
usually needed when a surface reser-
voir does not produce sufficient head.
A standpipe is a tall, cylindrical tank
that provides useful storage (the
upper portion that is above the dis-
charge pipe) and supporting storage,
which acts to support the useful stor-
age and provide the required head.
Furthermore, to ensure adequate
disinfection, operators should main-
tain a sufficient chlorine residual
throughout the distribution system.
In a large distribution system,
rechlorinating water may be
required. This is often done at the
distribution reservoirs.
The amount of storage needed
should be about equal to the average
daily demand and should take into
consideration the volume of water
needed to satisfy the community’s
peak hourly demands. During the
late night and early morning hours
when water demand is very low,
high-lift pumps are used to fill stor-
age tanks. During the day when the
water demand is high, water flows
out of the tank, helping satisfy
hourly peak water needs. This allows
for a uniform flow rate at the treat-
ment plant and pumping station. 
Emergency storage should sus-
tain the community during periods
when the inflow to the reservoir is
shut off, such as when lines are shut
down for service, repair, or when a
pumping equipment failure occurs.
Emergency storage should be suffi-
cient to last several days. 
Fire-Fighting Capacity Is Critical
A distribution system’s ability to
deliver an adequate quantity of water
to meet demands of the domestic,
commercial, and industrial users and
to provide the necessary flow for fire
protection depends upon the carrying
capacity of the system’s network of
pipes. In all but the largest systems,
the flow necessary to fight a major fire
is usually the major factor determin-
ing the amount of water to be stored,
the size of the system’s mains, and
the pressure needed.  
Fire flow standards require a mini-
mum residual water pressure of 20
pounds per square inch gauge (psig)
during flow. It is common to maintain
pressures of 60 to 75 psig 
in industrial and commercial
areas and 30 to 50 psig in resi-
dential areas. Engineers should
design distribution system
mains and pipes to withstand
these pressures.
Requirements for fire-fighting
purposes should be sufficient to
provide water for 10 to 12 hours
in large communities and two
hours in smaller ones. Fire-
fighting reserves can be calcu-
lated by figuring how much
water is needed per minute
times the duration it’s needed.
For example, if 2,750 gallons
per minute are needed for 10
hours, total fire-fighting storage
would be 1.65 million gallons. 
It All Makes the System
All of these elements must be
incorporated into the a distribution
system’s design because when cus-
tomers want fresh drinking water, all
they want to do is turn on the tap.
Without pipelines, pumps, valves,
pressure, and storage, that wouldn’t
be possible.  
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Safety is of utmost importance when installing or repairing
distribution lines.The trench box laying here on its side is
about to be placed inside a recently excavated trench.The
box shields workers from cave-ins by shoring up exposed
soil walls that might fall in otherwise.
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by Kathy Jesperson
On Tap Associate Editor
Can you imagine trying to live your
life without running water? Of all
municipal services, a potable water
supply is perhaps the most vital. All
people depend on water for drinking,
cooking, washing, carrying away
wastes, and other domestic needs. 
The earliest settled communities
were virtually always located near a
water source. Further, the evolution
of public water supply systems is tied
directly to the growth of cities. And if
a surface water source was not avail-
able, settlers dug shallow wells to
supply water to community residents.
Distribution Lines Begin
Constructing “qanats,” slightly
sloping tunnels driven into hillsides
containing groundwater, probably
originated in northwestern Persia (now
Armenia) around 700 B.C. From the hillsides,
gravity pushed the water in open channels to
nearby towns or cities. 
Qanats became widespread throughout the
region, and some are still in existence. Until
1933, Tehran, the Iranian capital city, drew its
entire water supply from a system of qanats.
Among the most notable of ancient water
conveyance systems are the aqueducts built
between 312 B.C. and A.D. 455 throughout the
Roman Empire. Some of these impressive
works are still in existence. 
A typical Roman aqueduct included both
underground and above-ground channels. The
longest was the Aqua Marcia, built in 144 B.C.
Its source was approximately 23 miles from
HISTORY
A Brief History of 
Drinking Water Distribution
Recent archaeological work has uncovered an elaborate water
distribution system at Machu Pichu,Peru.By about A.D.1450,
Incan engineers had devised a spring collection system that fed
16 fountains—at an altitude of more than 8,000 feet.
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Rome. The aqueduct itself was 57 miles long
because it meandered along land contours to
maintain a steady flow of water. For about 50
miles, the aqueduct traveled underground in a
covered trench. Only for the last seven miles
was it above ground, on an arcade comprising
one or more levels of massive granite piers and
impressive arches. 
The aqueducts ended in Rome at distribu-
tion reservoirs, from which the water was
transported to public baths or fountains. A few
very wealthy or privileged citizens had water
piped directly into their homes, but most
Romans carried water in containers from a
public fountain. 
Workers constructed channels of cut stone,
brick, rubble, or rough concrete. Pipes were
typically made of drilled stone or of hollowed
wooden logs, but workers laid pipes made of
clay and lead as well.
Cast-iron pipes with joints capable of with-
standing high pressures were not often used
until the early 19th century. The steam engine
was first used to pump water at about the same
time, making it possible for all but the smallest
communities to have drinking water supplied
directly to individual homes. Asbestos cement,
ductile iron, reinforced concrete, and steel
came into use as water supply pipeline materi-
als in the 20th century. 
Americans Bore Logs
America’s first distribution lines were made
of bored-out logs, usually from hemlock or elm
trees. The trees’10-inch-thick trunks were cut
into seven- to-nine-foot lengths. 
But wooden pipe laid below ground created
several problems, especially in larger settle-
ments or towns. Uneven ground below the
joists would cause sags in the log where water
would stagnate. The wooden pipes were often
infested with insects, and the water generally
had a woody taste. 
Using a five-foot steel auger between them,
the borers would fix the log by eye, size it up
with a point of the ax, and drill or bore out the
center. Ramming one end to make a conical
shape, they would jam the logs together in a
series, using a bituminous-like pitch or tar to
caulk the joists. Sometimes they would split
the log and hollow it out, put it together, con-
nect the logs with iron hoops, or get the black-
smith to caulk the logs with lead. 
These early engineers would set up a gravi-
ty water system, starting from a spring or
stream on high ground, which allowed water to
flow downhill to the house or farm. They cut a
path behind the house, through the barn, and
the water flowed into a catch basin. 
First Waterworks in Beantown
In 1652, Boston incorporated the country’s
first waterworks, formed to provide water for
fire-fighting and domestic use. Because fire
was a common hazard in those days of wood-
framed houses and stores, and chimney fires
were always a risk, it was imperative to have a
ready water supply. 
The line supplying water to Boston’s water-
front and other buildings ran from Jamaica
Pond to the Faneuil Hall area. In 1795, the
Jamaica Pond Aqueduct Corporation used
hemlock trees to construct 15 more miles of
three-inch and five-inch wooden water pipe.
The new fresh water supply helped to lower the
death rate. 
Crude by today’s standards, these new
pipelines were invaluable to firefighters. They
punched a hole into the wooden pipe along the
edge of the street, inserted a smaller pipe, pre-
sized to fit the newly bored hole and harnessed
hose from the pipe to their two-man pumper
fire wagon. The fire out, they plugged up the
hole again with a pre-cut conical stopper 
on the end of a long pole that they inserted 
into the hole and banged shut. This “fireplug,”
was then ready to be pulled out for the next
chimney fire. 
Making the Change to Iron
Wooden pipes were common until the early
1800s when the increased pressure required to
pump water into rapidly expanding streets began
to split the pipes. As iron became more available,
cities began to use it in distribution systems. 
In 1804, Philadelphia earned the distinc-
tion as the first city in the world to use cast
iron pipe for its water mains. It was also the
1804 A.D.
Philadelphia is first
city to use cast
iron water mains
1842 A.D.
Croton Aqueduct project
completed,supplying
water to New York City
1869 A.D.
Chicago unveils
revolutionary
tunnel system
1996 A.D.
Amendments to the
1974 Safe Drinking Water
Act passed by Congress
2001 A.D.
More than 90 percent of the
U.S.population is served by
community water systems
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When it comes to drinking water
treatment, almost everything is regu-
lated. So it comes as no surprise that
the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) is considering drafting
regulations for distribution systems. 
The agency announced it was
considering distribution regulations
in 1994 when it asked for comments
on whether EPA should require
states and/or systems to have a
cross-connection control program.
But that wasn’t the first time the
integrity of drinking water in the dis-
tribution system was questioned. 
According to the University of
Southern California (USC) Founda-
tion for Cross-Connection Control and
Hydraulic Research’s Web site, when
a dysentery outbreak occurred in
Chicago in 1933, it was the first time
there was a general move toward cor-
recting possible plumbing hazards.
By 1974, the Safe Drinking Water Act
was enacted and required residual
disinfection in distribution lines.
Then in 1982, the National
Research Council, which is part of
the National Academy of Sciences,
prepared a report that identified the
biological and chemical contami-
nants associated with adverse health
effects that are attributed to the
quality of drinking water within dis-
tribution lines.
According to the report, “Contam-
inated water may enter a potable
supply either through the system or
through a defect in the user’s plumb-
ing system. Cross connections,
together with backflow or back-
siphonage, are the most critical factors
in protecting a distribution system
from contamination.
“Cross-connection contamination
can provide another opportunity for
large amounts of biological material to
enter the distribution system. These
events generally result in noticeable
change in water quality, including
turbidity, increased content of solids,
and undesirable tastes and odors. 
“In many cases, cross connections
are not obvious and the resulting
changes in water quality are not
detected by the consumer. Often, small
intermittent flows through cross con-
nections can back-siphon and be
responsible for outbreaks of disease.”
Besides this report, the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) notes that distribution system
deficiencies cause a significant por-
tion of waterborne disease outbreaks. 
The CDC defines distribution sys-
tem deficiencies as cross connections,
water mains contaminated during
construction or repair, and contami-
nated storage facilities. Further, the
CDC states that between 1971–1994,
approximately 53 waterborne disease
outbreaks were associated with cross
connections or back-siphonage. Fifty-
six outbreaks were associated with
other distribution system deficiencies.
Water main breaks or repairs caused
some outbreaks. 
EPA initially planned to include
cross-connection control regulations
in the Interim Enhanced Surface
Water Treatment Rule. However, the
agency has since stated that it will
include regulations as a part of
future microbial regulations and
in the context of a broad range
of issues related to distribution
systems. 
What is a cross connection?
According to USC Foundation’s
Web site, a cross connection is any
link—whether actual or potential—
through which contaminated materi-
al may enter a potable water supply.
Bypass arrangements, jumper con-
nections, removable sections, swivel
or changeover arrangements, or
other “temporary” arrangements
through which backflow can occur
are considered cross connections. 
There are two basic types of cross
connections: direct and indirect. A
direct connection can be affected by
backpressure. An indirect connection
cannot. An example of a direct con-
nection is a make-up line feeding a
recirculating system. An example of
an indirect connection is a hose con-
nected to a supply line and then left
in a bucket filled with some haz-
ardous substance. (See figures below.)
What is backflow?
Backflow is the reversal of water
flow in water lines caused by a nega-
tive pressure (vacuum) in the supply
line. Typically, backflow happens
when a water main breaks or where
the mains are pumped dry during
fire fighting. 
A number of specific conditions
are responsible for backflow. But usu-
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ally the reverse pressure gradient may
be caused by either a loss of pressure
in the supply main known as back-
siphonage, or by the flow from a cus-
tomer’s pressurized system through
an unprotected cross connection,
which is called backpressure. 
A flow reversal in a distribution
main—or in the customer’s system—
can be created by any change of sys-
tem pressure wherein the pressure at
the supply point becomes lower than
the pressure at the point of use.
When this happens in an unprotect-
ed situation, the water at the point of
use will be siphoned back into the
system, potentially polluting or con-
taminating the remainder of the cus-
tomer’s system. 
It is also possible that the con-
taminated or polluted water could
continue to backflow into the public
distribution system. The point at
which it is possible for a non-potable
substance to come in contact with the
potable drinking water system is
called a cross-connection. To prevent
backflow from occurring at the point
of a cross-connection, a backflow pre-
vention assembly must be installed.
What is biofilm?
Biofilm may appear as a patchy
mass in a section of pipe or as a uni-
form layer along the inner walls of a
storage tank, notes Edwin E.
Geldreich in Microbial Quality of
Water Supply in Distribution Systems.
Biofilms are initially formed when
organisms enter the distribution sys-
tem and become entrapped in some
slow-flow area, line obstruction, or
dead-end section. 
Biofilms may be a single-layer or
as thick as 10 to 40 millimeters.
Biofilms this thick are usually found
in reservoir bottom sediment or in
raw water intake structures. 
Biofilms appear to be complex
structures that consist of micro-
colonies of various organisms
embedded in an organic material,
which then adhere to moist surfaces.
Water mains, storage reservoirs,
standpipes, joint connections, fire
hydrant connections, valves, service
lines, and metering devices have the
potential to be excellent sites for
microbial habitation. 
The reason that EPA has con-
cerns about biofilms is that coliform
bacteria may colonize in them. Also,
biofilms may interfere with coliform
detection, and they may cause taste
and odor problems. 
How can problems be avoided?
EPA’s  Cross-Connection Control
Manual suggests that education is
the primary way to avoid backflow
problems.
Plumbing installers need to be
made aware that hydraulic and pollu-
tion factors may combine to produce
a health hazard if a cross connection
exists. They must also be made aware
that simple, reliable backflow preven-
tion devices exist and may be substi-
tuted for dangerous direct connec-
tions. The EPA manual states that it
is imperative for installers to under-
stand that hazards resulting from
direct connections outweigh any con-
venience gained.
To control biofilm growth,
Geldreich notes that distribution lines
must be continually maintained.
Adequate water pressure of at least 20
pounds per square inch must be sus-
tained throughout the entire pipeline.
And chlorine residuals must be pro-
vided in all sections of the pipeline to
protect against contaminants that
may leak into the lines. 
For more information about cross-
connection control, see the Spring 1997
and Fall 1993 issues of On Tap.
EPA’s  Cross-Connection Control
Manual is available by calling the
agency at (800) 490-9188 or (800)
426-4791. Request the document
EPA/570/9-89/007. Also see “An
Introduction to Cross-Connection
Control,” on the University of
Southern California’s Web site at
www.usc.edu/dept/fccchr.
CCC Devices Protect
Water Supplies
Six basic types of devices can be used
for cross–connection control (CCC).
They are:
Air Gaps—An air gap is an actual
physical separation between the sup-
ply pipe (faucet) and the receiving
vessel (bucket, etc.). This separation
must be at least twice the pipe diam-
eter,but never less than one inch.
Atmospheric Vacuum Breaker
(AVB)—When the inlet valve of an
AVB is closed,water flows in the normal
direction. But, as water stops flowing,
the air inlet valve opens, and inter-
rupts any backspiphonage effect.
Double Check  Valve—This device
consists of two single check valves in
one piece of equipment and is
equipped with test cocks and two
tightly closing gate valves. Double
check valves protect against hazards,
such as backsiphonage from a food
processing plant.
Double Check with Intermediate
Atmospheric Vent—This device has a
double check valve with the extra
protection of an atmospheric vent
between the two checks.
Residential Dual Check—This device
furnishes reliable and inexpensive
backsiphonage and backpressure
protection for individual residences.
Plastic check modules and elimina-
tion of test cocks and gate valves
Flow Condition Non Flow Condition
Double Check Valve
Atmospheric Vacuum Breaker
Seal
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By Jamie Knotts
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Editor’s note:Although this article
primarily focuses on a waste-
water collection project, drinking
water utilities can learn many les-
sons from Masontown, West
Virginia’s, project and what hap-
pened when the town began a
line extension project into an
underserved area.
It started like any other
sewer collection extension
project. Nearby residents
wanted to be added to the
system and the local gov-
ernment—eager to improve
current service, meet feder-
al regulations, and reach
new customers—began the
long process of securing
funds to get the project
going. But it wasn’t long
before the delays, conflicts, and prob-
lems began to plague the project.
Masontown, lies due east of
Morgantown, West Virginia, home of
the National Drinking Water
Clearinghouse. The town of roughly
700 residents will soon build a $7.51
million waste collection system. But to
get to this point, city leaders faced
many obstacles and learned lessons
from their hard work—lessons from
which other systems can benefit.
How It All Began
Residents of the small town knew
as far back as 1972 that they needed
a new sewer system. Masontown
Council Member Marvin Stuck says
the town started actively planning for
a new sewer system in 1982.
Planners expected the system would
provide services for the entire Valley
District area, including several small
neighboring communities, such as
Reedsville, Bretz, and Arthurdale.
The project secured funding and
engineers started work, including
doing a survey of the area. But the pro-
ject lost momentum as angry citizens
fought the plans. Former Masontown
Mayor Lydia Main says residents
opposed the plan because they object-
ed to one of the processes in the treat-
ment plant—a grinding system. 
“They went to EPA [U.S.
Environmental Protection
Agency] and got them to do
another study. They also
showed proof that they 
didn’t want the system,”
Main says. “There were just
too many people fighting
the new system.” As the
delays continued, time
lapsed on the grant
approval and the funders
withdrew project money and gave it
to another community.
Years went by and little more 
was done until former Mayor Main
revived the project approximately
four years ago. She worked with 
the Preston County Economic
Development Authority to get plans
rolling again.
In 1997, the town secured a
Small Cities Block Grant with the
stipulation that the town find other
funding sources to complete the proj-
ect. Final funding didn’t come
through until early 1999 when the
town received a binding agreement
from the West Virginia Infrastructure
MANAGEMENT
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Problems Plague Utility Project
Masontown,West Virginia,is a
small town with lots of charm
and diligent community lead-
ers who have worked years
overcoming obstacles to build-
ing a new wastewater collec-
tion project.Persistence has
finally paid off in the nearly 20-
year effort to bring reliable
services to residents.Town
leaders expect construction to
begin this summer.
Photo by Jamie Knottsand Jobs Development Council for
the final $2 million.
By this time, project funders
started to rethink Masontown’s
stand-alone project. The U. S.
Department of Agriculture’s Rural
Utilities Service (RUS) thought it was
wise to combine both Masontown
and nearby Reedsville’s work into a
joint sewer system. By this time,
Reedsville was developing its own
waste collection plans, and RUS felt
it was more cost effective to join the
two systems. Reedsville lies approxi-
mately three miles from Masontown.
“We were going to build our own
plant,” says Stuck, “but the lenders
said we had to go in with Reedsville
and build one for both towns. The
lenders told the project’s engineers to
redesign the project and only build
one system to serve both towns. They
did not want to pay for two.”
The antiquated sewage collection
system Masontown currently uses
does not have a treatment facility, and
empties raw sewage into Deckers
Creek, according to Mayor Joe Blaney
Jr. The town was clearly in violation
of the Clean Water Act and had even
been threatened with fines of up to
$10,000 per day for the violations.
Engineering Problems Create Snafus
With funding in place, town lead-
ers hoped to get the project on the
fast track to completion. But that
didn’t happen. Delays pushed con-
struction back nearly four years from
the time the town got its initial grant
money in 1997.
One of the biggest problems the
town faced had to do with the survey-
ing. As a cost and time saving meas-
ure, engineers hoped to reuse all the
land surveys completed back in 1982.
But things had changed in 15 years.
Residents built on to their homes,
new businesses arose, and buildings
that once existed no longer did. 
Councilman Buck Lowdermilk
says this problem should never have
happened. “There has been a lot of
stuff added in town and taken away,”
he says. “It just can’t work the way
they had it surveyed before. If the
engineers had surveyed the whole
town again it would have worked out
a lot better. People have built onto
their property, such as garages and
house additions. The engineers are
who I blame for a lot of the problems.
If they had resurveyed then, we
would have been better off.”
Holly Childs, executive director of
the Preston County Economic
Development Authority says engi-
neering snafus added more frustra-
tion for community leaders.
Because RUS included Reedsville
in the project, the system needed to
be redesigned, and in some cases,
lines were placed in different loca-
tions than when engineers designed
the Masontown system. 
“People were impacted differently
with the new designs,” Childs says.
“Some people who would be getting
service before and would not be get-
ting it now were upset. It became a
real credibility issue for the engineers
when they had to explain the
changes and why some were now
being impacted differently with the
construction.”
Childs says the changes really
affected city council members who
were in the field trying to gain resi-
dents’ signatures for right-of-way
approvals and user agreements.
“People out in the field were not
ready to handle the changes and
explain them to the public,” she says.
“When the changes were made in the
design, it turned into a bad situation
because some were told one thing in
the early stages and were now being
told something different.”
To save money, council members
went door-to-door to get right-of way
signatures themselves, but it became
increasingly difficult for them.
Lenders required the town to obtain
80 percent of the 220 agreements
before the project could be put to bid.
“It’s cheaper for the town to do
this,” says Childs, “but they just
weren’t getting responses from the
engineers when residents had ques-
tions. Residents naturally had ques-
tions, and the council members
weren’t always prepared to give them
answers.”
For Councilman Dan Luzier, find-
ing the time to collect signatures was
the difficult part. “We all have other
jobs, and we were not able to find the
time to go out and get those agree-
ments from the residents,” he says. “I
work as the fire chief and also as a
paramedic, so I have volunteer duties
in addition to my day job. It was hard
to find the time to go door-to-door to
get the user agreements. 
“We thought we could get them
done, and we just couldn’t,” Luzier
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Towns Plan for the Future
With help from economic development officials,Masontown and
Reedsville, West Virginia, secured $7.51 million to fund a new
joint sewer collection system. Officials will pay for the project
through loans and grants, including Small Cities Block Grants, a
West Virginia Infrastructure and Jobs Development Council loan
and grant,a RUS loan and grant,as well as tap fees collected from
residents.
The proposal includes building a new treatment facility and
gravity collection system, including lift stations that will serve
residents within the corporate boundaries of Masontown and
the adjacent community of Bretz.The treatment facility will also
have the capacity to serve Reedsville and, eventually, nearby
Arthurdale. The proposed plant will be located between
Masontown and Reedsville.
Masontown’s system currently serves 330 customers, but with
proposed improvements and the addition of Reedsville, the
number will increase to 547. The system will include nearly 25
miles of sewer line.Reedsville is funding a nine-mile interceptor
system to tie its existing collection system to the treatment plant
between the two communities.
“The age of the small sewage plant is over,”Mayor Joe Blaney Jr.
said in an early planning meeting.“The more people we can get
onto this new system,the less expensive it will be for everyone.”
Until the sewer system is installed,the town will continue to use
a mixture of individual and public septic tanks and an antiquat-
ed sewerage system that pollutes local streams,said the mayor.On Tap . Spring 2001 . 24
What to do ...What not to do ...
Making Utility Projects Move Along More Smoothly
Former Mayor Lydia Main stresses the importance of working
with people.“I think the city should have made good agreements
to the specifications of the property owners,”she says.“Meet peo-
ple half way if they have a concern about a line disrupting future
use of their property.”
She also encourages decision makers to keep the momentum
moving on a project.She says delays in a project only make it more
expensive.“Material, labor and everything is going to go up,”she
says.“You can’t expect the same costs today as they would have
been three years ago.”
Improving Communication
Water utilities across the country have used countless,time-test-
ed strategies to improve public awareness.The League of Women
Voters Education Fund suggests these:
• Use personal contact, such as telephone calls and one-on-
one interaction
• Set up a citizen advisory committee
• Hold meetings that foster an open exchange (e.g. auditori-
ums with accessible microphones,plenty of seats,etc.)
• Schedule public workshops for planning elements of a plan
• Hold informal public meetings 
• Use focus groups for targeted research,message testing
• Use exhibits and/or speeches at community events or serv-
ice organization events
• Have town speakers who are willing to explain things when
and where needed
• Distribute fact sheets, brochures, flyers, posters to educate
the public about issues
• Develop easy-to-read summaries of important information
• Develop and use strong press relations to generate news stories
• Use community bulletin boards to get your message out
• Take random surveys by phone or mail to gauge the public’s
opinions
• Use postage-paid response postcards to gather feedback
• Use a dedicated telephone line with a recorded message of
current events or projects
• Set up a Web site to explain actions or solicit information
from town’s people
• Organize a community-wide e-mail listserv to distribute
information
• Submit letters to the editor outlining projects or plans
• Identify community members that wield strong influence on
others and work to gain them as allies
• Lobby support from other elected officials who can offer
assistance or moral support
For more information about improving public awareness, call the
National Drinking Water Clearinghouse at (800) 624-8301 or (304)
293-4191 and request “Strategies for Effective Public Involvement”
(DWBLPE75) or “Building Support for Increasing User Fees”
(FDBKFN17). For information about improving media relations, ask
for a copy of the Spring 2000 issue of On Tap.
Local leaders often mean well when they set out to get some-
thing done in the community. But even with the best intentions,
people make mistakes. They also can run into unforeseen prob-
lems few would consider planning for.
In Masontown,West Virginia,community leaders learned a lot of
lessons the hard way working on their utility project. They, like
other communities,would probably have benefited from the suc-
cesses and failures of other towns, especially the wisdom gained
along the way.
Town Recorder Dan Luzier suggests two important tips that
could have reduced problems.“Don’t use old blueprints,”he says.
“Don’t try to save a little money here or there that will wind up
costing more money in the long run.It’s just not worth it.”
He also emphasizes that communication is key to gaining pub-
lic support.“Be open with the public and make sure the public
knows what is going on,”he says.“Don’t wait until the last minute
to let them know. Talk to them face-to-face by going out and
showing them where the line is going to be and what it might
effect on their property.”
Holly Childs,Preston County Development Authority’s executive
director, agrees that communication is key.“Most funding agen-
cies require public meetings,” she says. “Maybe five people will
show up.It’s not easy,but trying to get people from all areas is very
important. Even if people are fighting a project, they need to be
included so they are more aware of what is going on. But then
again,some people are never satisfied unless they get their way.
“It’s better to get problems out early on and gain consensus,”
Childs says.“It’s sort of embarrassing to have funders sitting there
[in a public meeting] and people yelling and screaming about 
a project.”
Childs also stresses the importance of hiring the right team of
consultants for a project.“All parts of the team are critical,such as
is the attorney and engineer,”she says.“Communities should put
together a good staff by talking to other communities who have
worked with or hired others for their projects. You have to be
mindful of doing homework on engineering firms.
“First and foremost the project is in the hands of the engineer-
ing firm,” says Childs. “Finding a good engineering firm that is
accessible and responsive to meeting changes and getting
answers back is extremely important.The engineers on this proj-
ect completely lost credibility when they showed old survey maps
that didn’t take into account changes in the community.”
Because the engineering firm selected for Masontown’s project
was located several hours away from the town, distance became
an obstacle to communication. “Make the engineering firm be
accessible if they are not local,” Childs stresses.“It has not been
conducive to having an outside firm on this project.”
Council Member Marvin Stuck agrees that finding the right
engineering firm is crucial.“People have been critical of the engi-
neering company because they did plans 20 years ago, and even
though they updated them,there were things they missed.”Stuck
says.“If the town had hired a different set of engineers they would
have had to redo the plans early in the project.It probably would
have cost a little extra time,but been better in the long run.Try to
find people that are knowledgeable with this type of construction
to oversee the project.”says. “In the end, we thought we’d be
better off by paying the extra money
and having the consultant go door-
to-door to get the user agreements.”
Right-of-Way Problems Pop Up
In late August 2000, newspaper
reports indicated that council mem-
bers were frustrated with the slow
progress of the project. Leaders were
still short 63 right-of-way agree-
ments and 135 user agreements
before the project could go to bid.
Delays meant bidding could not
begin until well into 2001.
At a council meeting that month,
Mayor Blaney encouraged the 40 res-
idents in attendance to go back home
and spread the word about the proj-
ect to dispel incorrect information he
said he thought was circulating in
the community. Blaney said he has
been upset with lack of public sup-
port for the project. “We can’t wait on
it. It’s a matter we can’t wait on any-
more,” Blaney says.
Council member Nancy Cipolloni-
Ervin says she was tired of reading in
the paper about the project delays.
“We can’t keep working in the past.
We need to work for today, for the
future,” she says. “In my opinion, we
are in dire straits, and we need to go
to bid.”
An attorney for Masontown,
Sheila K. Williams, advised council 
to work with a consultant to com-
plete the door-to-door work. “It’s time
that we take this project out of the
hands of Masontown and into the
hands of professionals, regardless,”
Williams says.
Town leaders wound up paying
consultants from the engineering
firm that was overseeing the plans to
collect agreements with residents.
For their services, council approved a
rate of $225 per agreement, totaling
$24,975 for the project engineer. The
engineer expected it to take at least
eight to 11, 40-hour work weeks to
collect the remaining signatures.
As an incentive for residents to
sign the user agreements, council set
the cost of a pre-construction tap fee
at $100, but the cost jumps to $250
if residents sign on for service after
construction.
Childs says it’s best if local people
can gather residents’ signatures. “If
the town’s people can sell it [the proj-
ect], it’s best to do it,” she says. “An
outsider may not have a good chance
of selling the project and gaining cit-
izens’ approval. The only real advan-
tage was that the consultants had
this as a full time job, and the right-
of-way people got better answers [for
residents’ questions] from the engi-
neers because they were employees
of the engineering firm.”
More Right-of-Way Problems Surface
But even with a contractor gather-
ing signatures, the right-of-way
process became a prickly issue for the
town. Some residents refused to give
the town access to their property.
Engineers on the project faced
many residents who refused to sign
because they were unhappy with 
the wording in the right-of-way
agreements.
But in newspaper reports, project
attorney Williams says the right-of-
way agreements were “almost dupli-
cates” of agreements used in other
communities in the county. Williams
said residents often were confused
about the wording or “legalese.” But
she said legalese is the language the
court recognizes.
Council Member Lowdermilk says
other residents were upset about
how the right-of-way agreement
would affect their property.
“Most of the people will lose prop-
erty and forfeit a right-of-way that
will go to the city,” Lowdermilk says.
“Once the line goes through a prop-
erty it remains the town’s after con-
struction. The property owners are
never allowed to build on that land
while the town holds the right-of-
way. The property owner will own the
land and pay the taxes but they can’t
use the land.”
Former Mayor Main agrees that
people were rightly justified to be
concerned that a line going through a
yard will disrupt future use of a per-
son’s own property. She says dis-
putes could have been resolved early
in the process. “I think the city
should have made good agreements
to the specifications of the property
owners and met them halfway.”
But Council Member Marvin
Stuck says the town has tried to
work with residents. He says most of
the problems were being worked out
where a line running through a prop-
erty would devalue the lot and pre-
clude future use. “We did make some
accommodations for people by essen-
tially running a pipe within a larger
pipe or moving the line outside of a
usable area,” he says.
Still other residents oppose the
plan because of rate increases, or in
some cases a new monthly utility bill
they didn’t have before while they
were served by a septic system or
nothing at all.
“I’m sure the rates will go up,”
says Councilman Lowdermilk, “but
the longer you prolong the project,
the cost will go up. If this had gone in
20 years ago it would have been in
the ground and probably paid for by
now. But now we’re probably going to
pay big bucks. We have no choice but
to move the project forward.”
Town Resorts to Condemnation
Even with the town’s good-faith
efforts, some residents resisted sign-
ing. Officials say several residents
believe they can stop or hold up the
project by not giving a right-of-way or
by contesting condemnation pro-
ceedings in court. Laws allow public
entities to go to court and condemn
properties of residents who don’t sign
agreements. The town must pay fair
market value to take over the land.
Condemnation can be a lengthy
and costly process, but construction
can start immediately after papers
are filed.
“It’s beyond me why the residents
are fighting this or to think they don’t
need it [the new system],” says
Councilman Lowdermilk. “They are
set in their ways. Wastewater is
dump-ing into the creek in violation
of regulations. We’ve been threatened
to be fined $10,000 per day for vio-
lating law!
“You hate to go that route [the
condemnation process], but if the
residents refuse to sign allowing you
to go through their property, you
have no other choice,” he says.
“People don’t understand that the
federal government is telling us that
we need to put the system in. We’re
not telling them they have to do this.
The federal government is telling us
we need to clean the water up. People
don’t understand that.”
In early February 2001, council
voted to begin the condemnation
process on 11 land parcels needed
On Tap . Spring 2001 . 25
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TRAINING
by Laurie Klappauf
On Tap ContributingWriter
Drinking water operators who need training
for certification or recertification have yet
another tool at their fingertips—the Internet.
The American Water Works Association (AWWA)
recently launched its Online Institute to offer
completely Web-based courses relevant to
drinking water operators.
“Our target is water operators,” says
Christopher Joswick, AWWA education services
specialist. “The Online Institute will help with
their certification needs this year.” 
Federal guidelines issued in February 1999
require states to develop their drinking water
operator certification programs by February
2001. This means that states must lay out
training and other requirements for operators
in accordance with minimum federal standards
specified in the guidelines. These guidelines
require, among other things, that all communi-
ty and nontransient noncommunity public
water systems have a certified operator, and
that these operators must take continuing
training to maintain certification.
In states that once exempted small systems
from the requirement to have a certified opera-
tor, the operators will now need to undergo
training to help them gain the know-how to do
their jobs. The 1996 Safe Drinking Water Act
(SDWA) Amendments required the guidelines to
improve the quality and reliability of the
nation’s public drinking water supplies.
Each state’s certification and recertification
requirements will be different, notes Joswick,
so the Institute’s first six offerings were
designed to address basic topics. “These cours-
es are ‘operator 101’ courses—something any
operator would need. They should meet a lot of
state requirements.”
Courses offer CEUs
As of December 2000, AWWA’s Institute had
126 students, including approximately a dozen
students from nine countries outside the U.S.,
says Joswick. “We were kind of surprised that
we had that many from other countries,” he
Drinking Water Operators 
Train onthe
Internet
AWWA’s Online Institute Course Offerings
The American Water Works Association’s (AWWA) Online
Institute currently offers more than 20 courses in three major
subject areas—beginning level drinking water operator,
occupational safety,and human resources.
This year,the cost for courses is $20 per credit hour for AWWA
members and $30 per credit hour for non-members.The cost
for non-credit courses is $15 to $45 per course for AWWA
members and $25 to $55 per course for non-members.
Current Online Institute course offerings include
says. “We haven’t focused on international
marketing.”
Perhaps this speaks to the appeal of the
courses. Students can reach them anywhere,
as long as they have an adequate computer
and Internet access. Students can work at
their own pace, although they must finish the
course within 90 days. Students currently
choose from more than 20 classes in three dif-
ferent subject areas—water operator (begin-
ning level), occupational safety, and human
resources. (See the sidebar on page 27 for a
complete list of courses.)
The Institute courses also provide continu-
ing education units, or CEUs. AWWA grants
these at a rate of 0.1 CEU per one contact
hour, and most states follow that rate, says
Joswick. However, these credits may not yet be
automatically accepted by all states. 
“Some states are reviewing these courses
now, and some have said ‘we’ve always accepted
AWWA courses, so we’re likely to accept these,’”
Joswick says. Meanwhile, AWWA has hired a
contractor to review the new certification
requirements all states are issuing and to find
out what it will take to get the Online Institute
courses approved for credit in each state.
“As states give us their ‘official stamp of
approval,’ we will post on our Web site thatOn Tap . Spring 2001 . 27
these states have approved
our online courses,” says
Joswick. “We expect that
to happen over the coming
year. The first thing I’d rec-
ommend to an operator in
any state is to call their
state drinking water certi-
fication contact to deter-
mine training require-
ments, and then evaluate
what training is available.”
“Every state
will require some
sort of continuing
education under
the new amend-
ments,” Joswick
says. This will
be new in some
states, like Colo-
rado, which pre-
viously required
an exam for 
certification,
but no addition-
al training for
recertification.
Most of AWWA’s current courses average
three contact hours, which reflects the esti-
mated time to complete the course. Since stu-
dents can complete the courses at their own
pace, some might do all the work in one day or
afternoon, while others might break it up into
smaller chunks on weekends or during breaks.
Institute Provides Easy Access
Getting into the site, located at
www.awwa.org/learnonline, is simple. Once
there, prospective students can view the course
catalog and system requirements or click on the
online tour to learn more about the Institute.
Students can register online at any time.
The courses are broken up into logical sub-
sections, or modules. Most of the operator cours-
es are offered in portable document format
(PDF)—or textbook—format, so that students can
print out and read much of the material off-line.
The hydraulics course, however, is fully interac-
tive, so that students can click on a picture of a
pump, for instance, and see a valve open or watch
how a pipe fills with water.
Students are allowed three attempts to pass
each course, which requires a score of 70 per-
cent or higher on a final exam. AWWA can track
student time, completion, and scores. “We can
see how long a student spent in the Institute,”
Joswick says. “So if we think a course should
take three hours, but we see that all the stu-
dents have spent at least eight hours on it, we
can reevaluate.”
Additional online resources also are avail-
able. Students have a forum in which they can
talk to each other or post comments. They also
can send e-mails to course instructors, who are
subject matter experts at AWWA.
Some registrations have come from unex-
pected places. “Initially, we thought it would be
for small system operators,” says Joswick.
“Often they find it especially hard to leave the
plant for a day, or training may not be as acces-
sible to them because of their location.
“But we get a lot of calls from larger sys-
tems, saying ‘We need to train 50 operators—
we want to buy 50 seats,’” says Joswick. By
“seats,” he means spaces in a course. A utility
in Virginia, for example, recently bought 20
“seats”—five each in hydraulics, disinfection, fil-
tration, and coagulation. Twenty operators could
then divide these up, each taking the course he
or she most needed.
But, by and large, it is operators at the
smaller systems who find this Web-based train-
ing valuable.
Beginning Level Drinking Water Operator:
Applied Mathematics
Basic Mathematics 
Coagulation,Flocculation,and 
Sedimentation Basics
Disinfection Basics
Filtration Basics
Hydraulics
Occupational Safety:
Hearing Conservation
Permit-Required Confined Spaces
Respiratory Protection
Asbestos (General Industry)
Ergonomics in the Office
Forklift Safety
Lockout/Tagout for Authorized,Affected,and Other
Employees
Instant OSHA Electrical Safety
Instant OSHA Ergonomics
Instant OSHA Fire Safety
Instant OSHA Hazard Communication
Instant OSHA Hearing Conservation
Instant OSHA Heat and Cold Stress
Instant OSHA Personal Protective Equipment
Instant OSHA Slips,Trips,and Falls
Instant OSHA Bloodborne Pathogens
Human Resources:
Drug-free Workplace
Sexual Harassment for Employees
AIDS in the Workplace
Disability in the Workplace 
Sexual Harassment for Managers
Violence in the Workplace
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MANAGEMENT
by Susan Hall,manager of marketing and
sales,Kansas City,Missouri,Water Services
Department,and 
Ellen G.Miller,president,Ellen Miller
Group,Lenexa,Kansas
Most small water utilities have
similar goals: local control, depend-
able water quality and quantity,
affordable customer rates, and
income that covers all costs plus
reserves. Unfortunately, many have
gotten caught on the horns of a four-
headed monster:
• Unexpected growth and demand,
• Aging infrastructure,
• New customers who want it all
yesterday, and
• Costs of complying with the
1996 Safe Drinking Water
Amendments (SDWA).
For some small systems, combin-
ing resources—or, regionalism, as 
we call it—is a good way to slay 
this monster.
Many rural areas suffered signifi-
cant economic and population
declines in the 1970s and 1980s.
They fell so far that the 1990s boom
seemed unreal—until developers and
local boosters kept knocking on the
utility’s front door. Those impatient
folks wanted water yesterday and
had bulldozers ready to roll. 
Most people are familiar with
growth in destination areas, such as
South Carolina, Texas and
California. But Kansas? Yes, Kansas.
As a matter of fact, about half of the
state’s municipalities and one-third
of its 300 rural water districts are
experiencing development, reports
Elmer Ronnebaum, Kansas Rural
Water Association general manager.
1
The majority of water systems
serving fewer than 10,000 people
were built with federal grants and
loans. Those funds were for basics,
not frills. System design was aimed
at serving existing users, not for 
city council’s or the board’s idea 
of growth. 
Besides, in the 1960s (and espe-
cially earlier), who would have
thought that a small town 35 miles
from the central city
could become a bed-
room community?
Funders and local
boards built systems
for today, not for blue
sky dreams of growth.
Consider north-
western Missouri’s
Public Water Supply
District #2 of Platte
County. With 228 con-
nections, it can only
add one or two more
annually due to low
pressure and old infra-
structure. Built in
1964, today its one
and 1 1/4-inch lines
are used as mains.
Attend any water
workshop or confer-
ence and you’ll hear
tales about new cus-
tomers. Often refugees
from cities or suburbs,
these new customers expect any-
where, anytime water that tastes,
smells and looks good 365 days a
year! Cisterns, private wells and
hauling water? That’s ancient histo-
ry, like Elvis and the Vietnam War.
They expect full pressure in third-
floor showers. They water their lawns
all summer long. The best way to
educate them is with “communica-
tions that won’t quit.”
While federally-required Con-
sumer Confidence Reports help get
the word out annually to customers,
many small systems go much farther.
(See the “Consumer Confidence
Report Insert” in the Summer 1999
On Tap for more information.) They
use newsletters, surveys, and booths
at the county fair and even focus
groups to set up two-
way communications
with customers.
2
The 1996 SDWA
arguably is the straw
that broke the camel’s
back for “do it all”
pump-treat-distribute
small systems. First is
the cost of complying
with water quality
standards. While the
U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency
(EPA) estimates that
the final groundwater
rule (GWR)—which
applies to 157,000
public water systems
using groundwater—
will cost less than five
dollars per year for 90
percent of the house-
holds affected, it
could go a lot higher.
Some systems face
advanced treatment requirement or
special studies, upping the bill. 
Second, the 1996 SDWA
addressed technical, managerial, and
financial (TMF) capacity that water
utilities must demonstrate to get in
or stay in business. TMF capacity
addresses this basic question: Is the
public getting the best possible
return on investment in this utility?
Some water experts argue that
“Often refugees
from cities or 
suburbs, these
new customers
expect ‘anywhere,
anytime’ water
that tastes, smells
and looks good
365 days a year!”
Deana Cash,environmental
engineer,Missouri
Department Natural
Resources
Voluntary Regionalism 
Brings Supply,Savings to NeighborsOn Tap . Spring 2001 . 29
capacity development is as revolu-
tionary for water utilities as was the
Americans with Disabilities Act for
public entities.
3 (See “Capacity
Development Hits Its Stride” in the
Fall 1998 Water Sense for more infor-
mation about capacity development.)
States Set Their Own Pace
How soon the nation’s 170,000
public water systems come under
TMF capacity requirements depends
upon each state’s primacy agency.
Following EPA’s innovative stake-
holder process, states embarked on a
participatory process that brought
their own stakeholders together. 
Some states, such as Idaho,
Utah, Texas, and Kansas, developed
their own processes. Several of them
used a planning facilitator from
EPA’s Environmental Finance
Centers at Boise State University and
at the University of New Mexico.
Other states worked with an EPA
contractor, The Cadmus Group, Inc.
of Alexandria, Virginia. The outcome?
A state’s own process for addressing
TMF capacity, not one that was
handed down from Washington. 
Missouri’s Department of Natural
Resources (MDNR), for example,
developed a checklist that has been
used by 28 new systems under con-
struction since October 1, 1999.
Prior to obtaining key approvals,
such as construction authorization,
a new system must obtain a permit
to dispense (operating permit) from
MDNR’s review engineers or regional
office. That permit won’t be issued
until the owner signs the Owner’s
Acknowledgement of TMF Capacity
Requirements form. 
But where do Missouri’s existing
2,500 community and non-transient
non-community systems fit in? They
are covered by a four-level system.
Level one, the most stringent,
addresses systems designated as
being in “significant non-compli-
ance.” These systems are under state
administrative order and must
become TMF-compliant. As of
December 2000, there were no 
such systems. 
The three other levels address
decreasing severity of problems.
Level four is systems that seek
MDNR’s aid in assessing their own
Workers install new water mains on an
extension project in Missouri.The water
utility is laying 42- and 54-inch pipe in
Cass and Jackson counties.Several small
communities in Kansas and Missouri are
purchasing water from the Kansas City,
Missouri,Water Services Department or
plan to purchase it in the near future.
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TMF capacity. These systems are
ready to act. 
From a practical standpoint, the
most far-reaching method for assess-
ing existing Missouri systems is the
sanitary survey done
every three to five
years. Performed by
MDNR’s regional of-
fices, it now measures
TMF capacity.
Missouri’s commu-
nications about TMF
started with the stake-
holder involvement of
virtually all water
organizations, as well
as many individual
utilities. Through
training and confer-
ences sponsored by
the Missouri Rural
Water Association,
Missouri Section of
the American Water
Works Association,
Midwest Assistance
Program and others,
more small systems
learned about TMF capacity require-
ments. These groups’ publications
and Web sites also help spread 
the message.
“New regulations, the media,
Consumer Confidence Reports, the
water organizations, and our pro-
grams are helping small systems
know what’s expected,” says Deana
Cash, MDNR Public Drinking Water
Program environmental engineer.
“Water organizations are a good way
to get the word out through publica-
tions and training.”
MDNR staff also asked them-
selves how they could best help small
systems. The result is a new techni-
cal grant program for systems with
the greatest need. A grant up to
$10,000 may be made for items such
as engineering studies.  While aimed
at systems serving 3,300 population
or less, several entities may cooper-
ate up to a grand total of 10,000 pop-
ulation.
One special feature: Systems
select their own engineer. “We let the
system choose its own engineer, but
they have to follow state regulations
for solicitation, such as women-
owned and minority firms. They are
more prone to follow through with
project development because they
have faith in their selected engineer,”
says Cash. Using the two percent
set-aside the 1999 SDWA state
revolving fund grant allowed, 14
technical grants totaled $121,000
were made. Another
$129,600 is estimat-
ed for grants in 2000.
(See “EPA Loan
Program Makes Prog-
ress” in the Winter
2000 Water Sense for
more information
about the drinking
water state revolving
loan fund.)
Unexpected
growth, aging infra-
structure, customer
demands, and SDWA
costs for both new
water quality regula-
tions and TMF capac-
ity have put intense
pressure on small
water systems. Despite
heartfelt desires to
continue going it
alone by pumping,
treating, and distributing water,
many small systems are looking at
options to provide a long-term, de-
pendable supply that customers can
afford.  One option is voluntary grass-
roots regionalism that takes buy-sell
agreements to a new level. 
Regionalism Gets a Second Look 
Regrettably, some folks still
believe “regionalism” means forced
mergers. They remember a few years
back when some federal and state
agencies touted mergers and consoli-
dation as the best way to assure long-
term viability. Occasionally bureau-
cratic zeal for achieving economies of
scale ignored little details like miles
between systems or what a board
thought about being disbanded.
Rural America’s economic and popu-
lation downturns during the 1970s
and 1980s both pushed and justified
mergers and consolidation at almost
any price. As this new century starts,
things have changed drastically. 
What’s today’s top priority for
many systems? Finding enough raw
water that can be economically
pumped, treated, and distributed
while meeting standards for today
and tomorrow. This is especially true
for those using surface water. New
requirements also make it harder to
find affordable employees who can do
it all, correctly, and on time. 
These and other factors have
prompted new interest in an old
familiar technique: wholesale buy-
sell agreements.
4 Under a buy-sell
agreement, all parties save money on
pumping, treatment, equipment, and
personnel. They assure an adequate
water supply year round. But this
time it’s in a regional context, not
just between one supplier and one
buyer. By working together, several
small systems achieve benefits that
none could accomplish alone. (See
“Mutual Aid: Communities Work To
Help Each Other” in the Summer
1999 Water Sense for more informa-
tion about cooperative agreements.)
These days, it isn’t just local sys-
tems that are working together.
Increasingly, state and federal
sources for capital improvements 
are setting up a streamlined applica-
tion and review process. The goal is
to create a financial package that
best fits a small system’s needs and
pocketbook. 
States have led the way in this
endeavor. For several years, Ohio and
Montana, for instance, have operated
joint committees that review applica-
tions for water and wastewater capital
funding. Missouri’s new Joint
Water/Wastewater Review Committee
brings together SDWA and Clean
Water Act revolving funds, Community
Development Block Grant, and Rural
Development representatives. Systems
need only submit a two-page project
proposal plus a preliminary engineer-
ing report. The committee meets twice
each month. No proposal is held
longer than 45 days before the com-
mittee reviews it. Training, special
workshops, newsletters and the Web
help spread the word.
Nationally, Rural Development’s
role as funder-of-last-resort makes
its attitude toward cooperating with
its peers of special interest. “Most of
the direct financial programs do not
require a partner for program deliv-
ery but we are seeking to ensure the
placement of our funds are coordi-
nated with, and support the delivery
of, the funds of other entities,” Rural
Development’s Long-range plan
2000-2005 states.
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That philosophy applies to the
state level, too. “Rural Development
“New requirements
also make it
harder to find
affordable employ-
ees who can do 
it all, correctly,
and on time.”
Deana Cash,environmental
engineer,Missouri
Department Natural
ResourcesOn Tap . Spring 2001 . 31
is working hard to create as many
partnerships as possible with all
kinds of entities to achieve the goals
of local entities,” says G. Russell
Grubaugh, Jr., rural development
specialist in the St. Joseph, Missouri,
office. He knows first-hand the
demands small systems face, such as
higher standards for testing and
operator licensing requirements.
“Regionalization can provide a broad-
er base to support those activities,”
Grubaugh says. 
In the Kansas City metropolitan
area, voluntary regionalization is a
growing trend. The combination of
hard-pressed smaller water systems
and a large metropolitan system with
surplus water provides regional solu-
tions to water supply, quality, and
cost issues. 
Kansas City Looks to the Future
For more than 50 years, the
Kansas City, Missouri, Water Services
Department has sold water to nearby
systems. It currently sells wholesale
water to 24 buyers on a regular basis
and to six buyers on an emergency
basis. Its master water plan envisions
upgrading city infrastruc-
ture and linking the metro
area through upgraded
and/or extended water
transmission mains. A $150
million bond issue, passed
by Kansas City 
voters in 1996, permits
moving ahead.
Discussions with munici-
palities, public water sup-
ply districts, and others
about water transmission
main expansions began on
two fronts. First, was cost-
sharing to construct mains
from Kansas City that
would run relatively close to
each participant. Second,
were the contents and safe-
guards of a master long-
term wholesale water 
supply contract. 
“These dialogues have
been very positive,” says
Gurnie C. Gunter, Water
Services Department direc-
tor. “We decided to start
engineering and cost stud-
ies concerning possible
expansions. Today, we’re
laying pipe in Cass and
eastern Jackson counties (Missouri).
Discus-sions continue with entities
in Clay and Platte counties.”
Separately, several Platte and Clay
County entities and Clay County gov-
ernment are working closely with
Kansas City to expand transmission
mains to their areas. 
As envisioned, 42- to 54-inch
water transmission mains would be
constructed in eastern Jackson and
Platte, Clay, and Cass counties. The
new Jackson-Cass line, when com-
pleted, will carry up to 50 million gal-
lons per day. Water is expected to
flow by mid-2001. 
Kansas City’s actions are based
on the findings of an extensive 1995
survey of 569 water and wastewater
providers in Missouri, Iowa, Nebras-
ka, and Kansas. All systems are
within 150 miles of Kansas City. 
Surprisingly, the price of water
wasn’t the top concern among those
surveyed. Water price came in fourth
place (6 percent). The most highly
rated characteristic of wholesale water
contracts was meeting state and fed-
eral standards (58 percent). 
Informal regionalism was evi-
denced by the fact that two-thirds of
the respondents bought and sold
water among themselves. Other find-
ings included the importance of
maintaining local control, the need
for regular statements of support 
by elected and other leaders, and
ongoing face-to-face relationships
between supplier and wholesale 
customers.
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Voluntary regionalism depends
upon all parties understanding
options and costs. Kansas City Water
Service Department engineers and
marketing staff have made presenta-
tions at dozens of board and council
meetings in the metro area.
In June 2000, the department
organized two half-day sessions where
representatives of state, federal, and
private funding sources discussed
funding options. They explained
Missouri’s new Joint Water/Waste-
water Review Committee to more
than 30 utilities and engineering
firms, followed by questions and
answers. 
The goal of all these sessions?
Helping water utilities address their
needs, prospective costs and funding
options. It is only when
both parties—supplier and
purchaser—have done
their homework that a sen-
sible regional solution can
occur.
Regionalism Makes Sense 
The fast-growing city of
Raymore, Missouri, hears
the clock ticking. With an
estimated 6,000 population,
its growth management
plan calls for additional
water supply by 2004. The
city has explained to citi-
zens that water is a neces-
sary commodity if it is to
continue as a vital city. 
Raymore currently buys
approximately one million
gallons per day from Kan-
sas City, increasing to 1.2
or 1.3 million per day dur-
ing the summer. “We have
talked with Kansas City for
about three years,” says
Dick Herbel, Raymore city
administrator. “We’ve asked
for an interim increase to
1.7 million gallons per day.
That way we know we have
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Nthe water to take us to 2003.” Once
the new pipeline is in, the above
ground storage constructed and sec-
ond connection made, Raymore could
use up to 3.5 million gallons per day.
Raymore hasn’t raised water rates
since 1996. If Kansas City facilitates
financing for the cost of pipe, land
procurement and storage facility
costs on a 20-year basis, Herbel esti-
mates an additional five dollars per
month cost for a family of four. This
amount is significantly less than
what it would cost Raymore to
upgrade the infrastructure itself.
Forty miles or so to the north,
Public Water Supply District #3 of
Clinton County, Missouri, provides
service in parts of four counties in a
10-mile radius of Cameron, its head-
quarters. This rural system has 1,097
connections and adds
approximately 40 to 50
connections annually.
Clinton #3 currently
buys water from the
city of Cameron. 
A Kansas City
water main connection
would assure a sup-
plemental supply with-
in the next two years.
Following several meet-
ings with Kansas City,
Clinton #3 has turned
its attention to getting
other systems involved
in order to lower the
price, keeping future
rate increases as
small as possible.
“The big deal is
getting more people
involved,” says Bill
Gitthens, Clinton #3 manager. “It’s a
long distance from here to the next
system.” Is Clinton #3’s board com-
fortable with a possible Kansas City
connection? “The board feels it would
be great to have it,” reports Gitthens.
“It would benefit us because we could
grow more.”
Up I-29 toward St. Joe, one chain
of buyers and sellers has five links.
Water received by Public Water
Supply District #2 of Platte County
comes by contract from Platte #9,
which buys from Platte #4, which
uses its own well field and also pur-
chases from Smithville and Platte
City. Platte City in turn gets its water
from Kansas City. 
“There are four markups before it
gets to us,” says Alwyn (Buz) Campbell,
board president of Platte #2. “Our
customers have to pay $8
per 1000 gallons, which
the board feels is an exor-
bitant rate.” Platte #2’s
system was built in 1964.
With 228 connections, it
can only add one or two
new customers annually
due to low pressure and
small line size (one and 
1 1/4-inches). 
Campbell is working
with nearby water systems
to set up a consortium that
would contract directly
with Kansas City for water.
In December 2000, a letter
of intent went to the other
prospective members. Once
signatures are obtained,
Campbell will ask Kansas City for a
contract. If things turn out as hoped,
water will flow 18 to 24 months after
the contract is signed. (See the table
above for estimated costs for the four
Platte County, Missouri, consortium
participants.)
Campbell foresees Platte #2 using
reserve funding to pay for an infra-
structure upgrade. The district’s
reserves accumulated over the past
10 years as water sales exceeded
forecasts. Why didn’t the system just
spend the windfalls each year? “It’s
important to keep reserves because
of unexpected expenses,” he says.
“You have to have a contingency
fund. If there’s a break, you have to
have money to pay for it now.”
Platte #2 keeps its customers
informed via a
newsletter in the
monthly billing. The
November 4, 2000
issue featured a front-
page article titled
“Kansas City Connec-
tion.” The district also
posts information on
its Web site, located at
members.tripod.com/
pwsd2/.
The big issues for
Platte #2 are wholesale
costs, guaranteed sup-
ply and quality of
water, and possible
rate increases. “It’s a
matter of necessity for
us to get a new pri-
mary source of water,”
Campbell concluded.
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Ultimate   Water Rates  Water Rates 
Avg.Day  Projected  Share Of  Based on  Based on  Water Rates   
Year 2000  Peak Day  Transmission  Avg.Day 
(1)  2X Avg.Day  in 2021 
(2) 
(gallons)  (gallons)  Main  ($/1000 gal)  ($/1000 gal)  ($/1000 gal)  
District 4  100,000  2,000,000  $982,567  $3.78  $2.63  $1.48  
District 9  200,000  1,000,000  $1,765,217  $3.69  $2.66  $1.63  
District 2  60,000  500,000  $971,313  $5.41  $3.52  $1.63  
Dearborn 75,000  250,000  $810,136  $4.15  $2.89  $1.63
Preliminary Estimates For Platte County Missouri 
Notes:
(1)  Includes repayment of capital costs plus cost of water based on 20 years at 5.5 percent
loan.Assumes 100 percent financing of capital costs.
(2)  Current water rates after share of capital costs is paid.
Platte #2 board members (left to right)  Alwyn “Buz”Campbell,Donn
Swaggerty,Kurt Dutcher,and William Shepherd discuss options with
Kansas City’s Susan Hall.
Photo courtesy of Ellen MillerFootnotes
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ing and sales manager for
the Kansas City,Missouri,
Water Services Depart-
ment.Her responsibilities
include wholesale sales and contracts.
She may be reached at (816) 513-2104 or
by e-mail at susan_hall@kcmo.org.
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the Ellen Miller Group,a
consulting firm based in
Lenexa,Kansas.A veteran
speaker and author on
small systems,she may be reached at
(913) 888-9029 or by e-mail at
emiller@unicom.net.
Contracts Are Critical
Meetings are important. But in the
end, what counts is a mutually
agreed-upon contract between buyer
and seller. Kansas City’s master con-
tract is not set in stone. “We work with
each participant to create a tailored
contract that meets both our needs,”
says Franklyn W. Pogge, Water
Services Department deputy director.
“We know that a one-size contract can
never fit all.” (See sidebar at right for
the contents of a typical contract.)
The usual procedure is that
Kansas City submits a draft contract
to the prospective regional system
participant. Then, attorneys on both
sides review and negotiate. Typically,
the purchaser passes an ordinance
(if a municipality) or a motion (if a
rural water district) to accept the
contract. Signatures finalize the con-
tractual arrangements.
With the contract signed, the
entity and its engineers enter into a
series of meetings with Kansas City’s
engineers and marketing manager.
As with any new capital improvement
project, the goals are: Get it done on
time, within budget, and per all spec-
ifications.
7
Effective voluntary regionalism
includes:
• Adequate planning for a water
supply to handle needs today
and for decades to come;
• Infrastructure that can handle
increased demand;
• Affordable water rates for 
customers;
• A mutually agreed-upon con-
tract that meets both parties’
needs; and
• Technical, managerial and
financial capacity of all players
When these five factors fall into
place, the result works for everyone.
“The growth of northern Cass County
would benefit greatly [from a regional
approach],” said Raymore city
administrator Herbel. “We’re going
forward. The more that come on
board with this regional concept, the
cheaper it is for all of us.” 
Voluntary grassroots regionalism
takes time, homework, and stamina.
It can safeguard public health while
improving your community’s quality
of life and economic vitality. The pay-
off? Benefits for all that none could
get acting alone.
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Conditions of a Typical Joint Contract
Typical contents of the joint contract between Kansas City and those wholesale cus-
tomers who will share the expense of constructing transmission mains include:
Article I. General conditions, such as applicable law and term of contract (duration 
of 20 to 40 years).
Article II. Points of service, including purchase at a buyer’s specific location or at
mutually-agreed-upon locations.
Article III.Service conditions,including:
• water delivery (quantity,delivery obligation,curtailment);
• quantity exceedance (permits the buyer who wants more water to negotiate
with the intent of entering into a new water purchase agreement);
• billing;
• payment delinquency;
• annexation (for example,if the buyer annexes land that includes a water supply,
it may continue to buy from Kansas City.One-year written notice is required if
the buyer seeks to connect to this annexation’s water);
• water rate (based on American Water Works Association’s approved cost of serv-
ice rate model);
• an “out”clause for termination;and
• water quality requirements and testing.
Article IV.Transmission main design and construction, covering items such as engi-
neering services,transmission main construction,and easements/property.
Article V. Metering and regulating facilities, such as specifications; construction
records; ownership, repair, and adjustments; inspection and telemetry, and/or other
regulating systems.
Article VI. Financial considerations include capital costs and water delivery facilities
fixed costs.
This contract provides both seller and buyer with a mutually beneficial business
agreement that permits budget planning and supporting customer demands.By Michelle Moore
On Tap Promotions Editor
The National Drinking Water
Clearinghouse (NDWC) celebrates 10
years of serving people in the drinking
water industry this year. NDWC offi-
cially opened for business in
September 1991 with a small, dedi-
cated staff who, in one person’s words
felt “very charged up with the idea
that we were working to spread infor-
mation about environmental matters.”
The organization began its mis-
sion from an office in downtown
Morgantown, West Virginia, home to
West Virginia University (WVU). In
1993, the NDWC moved to expanded
facilities in WVU’s National Research
Center for Coal and Energy building,
where operations continue today.
One of NDWC’s main goals has been to help small and
rural communities by taking what can be very complex
regulatory or technical material about drinking water
and making it easy to understand. Other equally impor-
tant goals include spreading information about protect-
ing source water, helping small systems save resources,
and helping communities save money.
New Regulations Raised Questions 
Amendments to the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)
in 1986 caused this new information clearinghouse to
emerge from the veteran National Small Flows
Clearinghouse (NSFC), said Sanjay Saxena, NDWC pro-
gram coordinator. The amendments changed how drink-
ing water regulations are applied nationwide. Saxena
spoke of how these changes affected water systems.
“I used to work with NSFC in an outreach capacity,”
Saxena said. “Part of my role was to learn what commu-
nities needed to operate small wastewater systems. And,
even though Small Flows worked on
the wastewater side of things, the
new amendments raised questions
for  community leaders and operators
about their drinking water. 
“We started receiving phone calls
from people asking, ‘Don’t you have
somebody there who can tell us more
about the new drinking water regula-
tions?’ These questions led us to
believe that we needed a separate
information clearinghouse dealing
strictly with drinking water issues.”
Saxena said the next step was to
develop this idea and explore funding
sources. He approached funding
agencies with a clearinghouse model
similar to the one NSFC established.
The model included a newsletter, a
toll-free technical assistance hotline,
an 800-number bulletin board sys-
tem, and a product ordering service. These components
became integrated into the NDWC’s service mission.
“A lot of this remains very distinct in my memory
because it was a very special time in
my life,” Saxena said. “Three impor-
tant things happened: In 1990 we
submitted this proposal for the
clearinghouse to the Farmer’s
Home Administration [now the
Rural Utilities Service]. In 1991,
we got funded, and I was select-
ed to head the start-up opera-
tion. And then, in 1992 our
daughter, Suepriya, was born.
Those three years are of great
significance to me, both per-
sonally and professionally.” 
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HISTORY
Ten Years 
Serving You
“Many of the communi-
ties we worked with—
and wrote about—were
poor communities. We
knew that we were some-
times invaluable to them,
and we all really cared
about them.” 
Beth Cahape,first staffwriter for the
National Drinking Water Clearinghouse
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New Staff Learn the Ropes
Seven people made up the original staff. One of those
first staff members, David Pask,  was working in Nova
Scotia when he was hired as the lead engineer for techni-
cal support. Pask has distinct memories of moving to
Morgantown. 
“I remember driving from Nova Scotia in January
1992,” Pask said. “We drove through three snowstorms in
my Volkswagon Golf diesel (an engineer’s car) with a U-
haul trailer on the back. My only concern was jack-knif-
ing on the icy down-grades of I-68.”
Pask joked that he “gave up an 11th floor office over-
looking Halifax Harbor to work below ground in the base-
ment of the One Valley Bank building,” where NDWC was
located. With his years of experience and inherent good
humor, Pask remains a valuable asset to the clearinghouse. 
The NDWC staff spent their first few years adjusting
and learning. “We were just starting in the business of
running a clearinghouse,” Saxena said. “We knew what
was involved, what it took to produce newsletters, staff
technical assistance, and distribute our resources. But 
in terms of understanding our audiences, we were 
new. Even now, we continue finding more ways to design
our services.”
Beth Cahape worked for On Tap as its first staff writer.
“There were only a handful of us, and we were very mind-
ful and excited that we were creating a national publica-
tion. Sanjay used to tell us all of the time that none of 
us would ever have the opportunity again to create such
a thing. 
“Sanjay truly was the heart and
soul of NDWC. His enthusiasm and
encouragement, his sense of
humor, and his kid-like ability to
get us all excited about whatever
we were doing were infectious. He
knew how to give just enough
guidance and then give us the
little shove we needed to go 
out and explore possibilities on
our own.”
The Evolution of On Tap
Diana Knott, On Tap’s
first editor, began the
newsletter’s premier issue praising the Rural
Water Association’s circuit riders, the on-the-
spot technical assistants who’ve helped small
water system operators for years. Each subse-
quent issue offered similar means of help with
drinking water dilemmas. 
But, in the first weeks of creating the
newsletter and before it could be of service to
anyone, it had to have a name. 
“I remember we had great fun naming On
Tap,” Knott said. “The whole staff came up with
possible names, and we voted. Sanjay wanted
us to use Watermark and good-naturedly lob-
bied for it, but he was outvoted. I admired the democratic
way he handled that.”
Before she was hired for On Tap, Knott worked as an
NSFC staffwriter. She said she had written some conser-
vation pieces so she was comfortable with the subject of
drinking water. “The challenging part was getting the
newsletter up and out to people all within four or five
months. Donna Roderick, our project officer at the Rural
Utilities Service, allowed us to do whatever we thought
was valuable based on our experience and expertise with
Small Flows. 
“I felt as if what we were doing was helping people—
people who often had limited resources and were working
hard just to get the job done—and by helping them we
were helping to safeguard public health, a serious, satis-
fying, and humbling mission.”
Knott, Cahape, and a single, NSFC-shared graphic
designer, Rob Whitmore, put the first issue of On Tap
together. More than 5,000 copies of the 16-page publica-
tion were delivered in March 1992. Word of the new
water-industry resource spread rapidly, and by
November of the same year, almost 9,000 copies reached
subscribers. 
Cahape framed an early issue of On Tap, which she
recently unpacked in a move to her new home in
Washington state. She framed that particular issue
Former graphic designer Rob Whitmore shows former
administrative assistant Dana Shorts the layout progress
of an early On Tap.
Former Technical Assistance Specialist Mohamed Lahlou,Senior
Engineer David Pask,and Program Director Sanjay Saxena stand
ready to answer questions at the NDWC booth.On Tap . Spring 2001 . 36
because of a special man. “The cover
story was about this cool guy in
North Carolina who built an entire
water system in his tiny community
with a cadre of volunteers. 
“At one of the National Rural
Water Association conferences I
attended not long after that, I got to
meet him in person. I had great fun
asking him to sign that issue for me.
He was pretty embarassed, but wrote
in his polite, Southern way, ‘To Beth,
Best Wishes, Kermit Holhouser.’”
Harriet Emerson, who presently
works as senior editor for all of the
National Environmental Services
Center’s publications, edited On Tap
from 1995 through 1999. She initiat-
ed the newsletter’s theme issues. 
“My favorite part of putting On
Tap together was creating theme
issues,” Emerson said. “They take
more time than an ordinary issue,
but it’s exciting to round up research
from experts in the field and to see
how everything connects.”
Every two years On Tap sent out a readership survey,
Emerson said. And readers had plenty of suggestions. “I
tried to use reader suggestions as much as possible. We
even created a reader-suggestion icon to show which arti-
cle ideas came from our audience. One time a person
asked, ‘Why don’t you do a history of drinking water?’ So,
staffwriter Kathy Jesperson, now co-editor of On Tap,
wrote a series of articles about the history of drinking
water. These turned out to be extremely popular.”
In 1995, NDWC began publishing a second newsletter,
Water Sense, which dealt with financial options and 
infrastructure issues facing small communities. By last
year’s end, more than 6,300 people subscribed to Water
Sense. Both newsletters were published quarterly, as will
this new magazine. The final On Tap newsletter was pub-
lished this past fall, and more than 20,000 subscribers
received copies.
Technical Assistance Is the
Heart of NDWC 
The bulletin board sys-
tem (BBS) was NDWC’s
first mode of nationwide
computer communication
for customers. The BBS
operated via an 800 num-
ber that allowed one caller
with a computer and a
modem to log onto the
NDWC’s shared informa-
tion service. Callers posted
questions and engaged in
discussions about current
drinking water issues.
By the middle of its first
year in action, the BBS
needed upgrading to allow two users
to access its forum at the same time.
That’s quite a different story from
today when literally thousands of
people can access the NDWC’s Web
site at the same time. Nearly 23,000
people visited the Web site
(www.ndwc.wvu.edu) just in the 
last year.
The toll-free technical assistance
(TA) hotline received 3,057 calls in its
first year of service. The TA staff at
that time included two part-time
graduate students pursuing master’s
degrees in engineering. These stu-
dents oversaw the BBS and took hot-
line phone calls. Mohamed Z. Lahlou,
who went on to earn his doctorate,
was one of those first TAs. 
In addition to answering questions
about drinking water over the phone,
Lahlou traveled to small communities
to give tailored advice when it was
requested. For example, he was
instrumental in helping residents
near St. George, a rural West Virginia
town resolve their water shortage problems.
Fifty-five to 60 families along a stretch of highway
there had no access to the local public water supply.
People had to haul water in trucks twice a week for
household use. Lahlou devised three alternatives that
might help the residents get the water they needed.
Stories like St. George’s help other communities see
that they are not alone when facing water problems. All
of the TAs learned first hand what problems small com-
munities struggle with, and they continue to do what
they can to help.   
Emerson, as editor, saw a growing interest among the
TAs to write for the newsletter. “Soon after I began editing,
Arjita Sharma, one of the TAs, asked to write an article
for  On Tap. When NDWC hired technical assistance
provider Salam Murtada, he asked to write for On Tap, as
did Babu Srinivas Madabhushi, and then Vipin
Bhardwaj, who remains on staff.
“Not long after Arjita wrote her article, we began to
discuss doing a special section of the newsletter called
‘Tech Briefs.’ Mohamed Lahlou agreed to take on the task
of writing a Tech Brief about one drinking water treat-
ment technology per issue.”
The  Tech Brief began as a two-year project to be
included as a pull-out piece in On Tap. But the articles
became so popular Lahlou continued to write them—
including the one he wrote for this issue after he got a
new job in Virginia. 
“I worked with Mohamed and Babu longer than I
worked with any other TAs,” Emerson said. “Both were
unfailingly generous with their time and expertise. What
I appreciated most about both of them was their drive for
excellence. For instance, we based much of our conser-
vation issue on Mohamed’s research for his dissertation
Continued on page 47
“I felt as if what we were
doing was helping peo-
ple—people who often
had limited resources
and were working hard
just to get the job
done—and by helping
them we were helping to
safeguard public health,
a serious, satisfying,
and humbling mission.”
Diana Knott,On Tap’s first editor
Program Assistant Sheila
Anderson packs for NDWC's
1993 move to new facilities.On Tap . Spring 2001 . 37
FINANCIAL
by Mark Kemp-Rye
On Tap Managing Editor
Editor’s Note: Most federally-funded water projects are
financed by two sources:the U.S.Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
Rural Utilities Service (RUS).The following article discusses
EPA’s drinking water state revolving loan fund.The article
on page 39 looks at RUS loans and grants.
According to a 2001 U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) survey, the U.S. will
need to invest at least $151 billion in the next
20 years to maintain clean, safe drinking water
for the 254 million people the nation’s 54,000
community water systems serve. The architects
of the Safe Drinking Water Act Amendments of
1996 were keenly aware of this reality and
established the drinking water state revolving
fund (DWSRF) to help pay for infrastructure
improvements.
Now entering its fifth year, the DWSRF 
has issued 1,200 loans totaling more than $2.3
billion. A variety of projects have been financed,
ranging from installing and upgrading treat-
ment facilities to creating brand new water 
systems necessary to address public health
concerns. (See the sidebar at right for a list of
eligible project categories.) More than one-third
of the initial projects are now complete.
“The DWSRF program has exceeded expec-
tations in addressing the challenge of providing
safe and affordable drinking water,” says
Kimberley Roy, environmental protection spe-
cialist at EPA. “States have worked hard to
implement the program in a short time and
communities nationwide have benefited from
their efforts.”
How does the DWSRF work?
To start the DWSRF, Congress authorized
$9.6 billion in capitalization grants to the 50
states and Puerto Rico. The states were then
required to provide matching funds equal to at
least 20 percent of the grant and to set up loan
funds for water projects. To date, the states’
matching funds have added $540 million to 
the program. 
Loans made under the program can have
interest rates between zero percent and market
rate, with repayment terms of up to 20 years.
Special consideration for small systems and
disadvantaged communities are part of the
requirements (see below). As the loans are
repaid, the monies can be loaned again to
other systems, hence the term “revolving.” Any
system receiving a loan must demonstrate that
it has the technical, financial, and managerial
What projects are eligible?
Drinking Water State Revolving Fund (DWSRF) projects must
show that they are needed to maintain compliance with health-
based standards or otherwise further the public health protec-
tion goals of the Safe Drinking Water Act.Installing and replacing
failing treatment and distribution systems are a high priority.
According to the EPA booklet “The Drinking Water State
Revolving Fund: A Report of Progress,”the following are eligible
project categories for DWSRF funding:
Treatment—Projects to maintain compliance with regulations
for contaminants that cause acute and chronic health effects.
Transmission and Distribution—Installing or replacing trans-
mission and distribution mains.
Source—Rehabilitating wells or developing sources to replace
contaminated sources.
Consolidation—Consolidating water supplies if a water supply
has become contaminated or if a system is unable to main-
tain technical,financial,or managerial capacity.
Creation of New Systems—Creating new community water
systems to replace contaminated sources or to consolidate
existing systems that have technical,financial,or managerial
difficulties.
Both public and privately-owned community water systems are
eligible for DWSRF funds.
Five Years Old and 
Going Strong
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capacity to operate the system in the long term.
(See the Fall 1998 Water Sense for more infor-
mation about capacity development.) 
Help Is Available for Small Systems 
More than 90 percent of the community
water systems in the U.S. serve fewer than
3,300 people, and 60 percent serve fewer than
500. Complying with drinking water standards
is difficult for these small systems, and finan-
cial resources are often very limited. DWSRF
guidelines require that at least 15 percent of the
loan fund be used
for systems serv-
ing fewer than
10,000 people. 
As of June 30,
2000, small sys-
tems have receiv-
ed a total of $932
million in loans.
In fact, more than
75 percent of the
loans made to
date have been
issued to systems
serving fewer than
10,000 people.
States have re-
served an addi-
tional $40 million
to provide tech-
nical assistance
to small systems,
and some states
are helping small systems prepare for a
DWSRF loan.
“The past four years have demonstrated
that the DWSRF program is a significant
source of affordable financing for small sys-
tems,” says Roy. “States have also made a
strong effort to provide technical assistance
and build the capacity of small systems so that
they are prepared to receive assistance for
infrastructure improvements.”
In addition to help for small communities,
the DWSRF allows states flexibility in aiding
disadvantaged communities. States can use up
to 30 percent of their capitalization grant to
provide loan subsidies to communities desig-
nated by the state as disadvantaged. Some
methods for helping include: principal forgive-
ness, zero percent loan rates, and extended
loan repayment periods up to 30 years.
While much progress has been made, EPA’s
Roy is quick to point out that much remains to be
done. “The need for building new, and replac-
ing old, drinking water
facilities is significant,” she
says. “Government officials
and managers of the DWSRF
program will continue to seek
opportunities to provide water
systems with the resources to
address this need.”
A November 2000 EPA
progress report concludes
“Continued investment in the
DWSRF program will help
states and public water sys-
tems ensure that our drink-
ing water is safe and afford-
able. Because every child in
any community in America
should be able to turn on
the tap and enjoy a glass of
safe, clean drinking water.”
Detailed information
about the DWSRF may be
found in EPA’s guidance
document Drinking Water State Revolving Fund
Guidelines. Aimed primarily at state-level
administrators, this February 1997 publication
describes eligible uses and projects, set-aside
allowances, and provisions for small systems.
The document is free and may be obtained by
calling EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Hotline at
(800) 426-4791. The guidelines are also avail-
able online at www.epa.gov/safewater/
dwsrf.html#guidance.
Financing Options Are Available
Several financing options are available for commu-
nities that seek DWSRF funding,including:
Low-Interest Loans—Loan rates range between
zero percent and current market rate, with a
20-year repayment period.
Refinance or Purchase Local Debt—Helps to
reduce a community’s cost of borrowing.
Purchase Insurance or Guarantee Local Debt—
Can improve credit market access or reduce
interest rates.
Leverage Program Assets—Through issuing
bonds to increase the amount of funds avail-
able for projects.
Disadvantaged Assistance—Provide help by
taking an amount equal to 30 percent of a
capitalization grant for loan subsidies or
extending the repayment period from 20 to
up to 30 years.
EPA Withdraws New Arsenic Regulation
In a move that will affect many small drinking water sys-
tems particularly in the West, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) withdrew its proposed new
standards for arsenic in late March.The rule—issued in
the waning days of the Clinton Administration would
have reduced the acceptable level of arsenic in water
from 50 parts per billion (ppb) to 10 ppb and forced sys-
tems to treat for the naturally occurring element known
to cause cancer and other diseases.
EPA now says it will seek independent reviews of both
the science behind the standard and of the estimates
of the costs to communities of implementing the rule.
A final decision on withdrawal is expected after the
public has an opportunity to comment.
The EPA cited costs to small communities as a major
factor for withdrawing the new federal standard.
While scientists agree that the previous standard of 50
ppb should be lowered,EPA says there is no consensus
on a particular safe level.On Tap . Spring 2001 . 39
by Mark Kemp-Rye
On Tap Managing Editor
Editor’s Note: Most federally-funded water
projects are financed by two sources: the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and
the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Rural
Utilities Service (RUS). The following article
discusses RUS’s loan and grant program.The
article on page 37 looks at EPA’s drinking
water state revolving loan fun.
Often described as the “funder of
last resort,” the U.S. Department of
Agriculture’s Rural Utilities Service
(RUS)—and its predecessor the
Farmers Home Administration—has,
since 1940, provided more than $25
billion in loans and grants to commu-
nities who had nowhere else to turn.
“Most Americans are surprised to
learn that hundreds of thousands of
families live without safe
running water, a basic
necessity,” says former
Department of Agriculture
Secretary Dan Glickman.
“This is a public health
issue, a quality of life issue
and an economic opportu-
nity issue for rural
Americans.”
Through the Water and
Waste Disposal Program,
RUS provides both loans and
grants to rural communities
for drinking water, waste-
water, solid waste, and
storm drainage projects.
These programs are admin-
istered locally by state 
and district Rural Develop-
ment offices. RUS also
administered the Clinton
Administration’s Water
2000 initiative.
As the “funder of last
resort,” these loans and
grants are designed exclu-
sively for communities who
are “unable to obtain needed
funds from commercial sources at rea-
sonable rates and terms,” according to
program guidelines. Further, the pro-
gram is restricted to rural areas and
towns with fewer than 10,000 people.
Larry Bowman, director of the RUS
water programs division, notes that the
loans and grants provide for almost
any activity related to getting water,
wastewater, and solid waste systems
up and running in small municipali-
ties. Funds may be used to install,
repair, improve, or expand rural water
facilities. Funding may also be used for
such expenses as construction, land
acquisition, legal fees, engineering fees,
capitalized interest, equipment, initial
operating and maintenance costs, and
project contingencies.
A community interested in receiv-
ing an RUS loan or grant must
undergo a four-step process: (1) pre-
application, (2) application confer-
ence, (3) feasibility, and (4) approval.
The pre-application is used to gather
general information about the appli-
cant and the proposed project.
Forms are available at any Rural
Development office. If the pre-appli-
cation is approved, an RUS represen-
tative meets with the applicant to
discuss the project and how to select
a project engineer.
After a formal application is sub-
mitted, RUS officials determine if the
project is technically, environmentally,
legally, and fiscally feasible. More
detailed information is required at this
stage. Finally, projects are approved at
the state level. The number of projects
funded depends upon federal appro-
priations for that fiscal year. Approved
applicants typically receive a combina-
tion of a loan and small grant.
Over the last 60 years,
these loans and grants—
more than 60,000 in all—
have been a lifeline to
thousands of small towns
and villages across the
country. “Investing in the
safety and quality of a com-
munity’s drinking water
improves public health,
enhances fire protection,
expands economic oppor-
tunity and conserves pre-
cious natural resources,”
Glickman said.
For more information
about RUS loan and grant
programs, write to U.S.
Department of Agriculture,
Rural Utilities Service, Water
and Environmental Pro-
grams, 1400 Independence
Ave., SW, Washington DC,
20250, or call (202) 720-
9583. Useful information
may also be found on the
RUS Web site located at
www.usda.gov/rus/water/
FINANCIAL
Nowhere Else to Turn?
RUS Is “Funder-Of-Last-Resort”
RUS Poverty Rate Unchanged;
Others Decrease
Interest rates for Rural Utilities Service (RUS) water and waste-
water loans have been announced. The poverty rate is
unchanged, while the intermediate and market rates
decreased.
RUS interest rates are set at three levels:the poverty line rate,
the intermediate rate,and the market rate,each of which have
specific qualification criteria.The rates for the second quarter
of fiscal year 2001 apply to all loans issued from April 1
through June 30,2001.The current rates are:
poverty line: 4.5 percent (unchanged from the previous
quarter);
intermediate: 4.75 percent (down 0.25 percent from the
previous quarter);and
market:5.125 percent (down 0.375 percent from the previ-
ous quarter).
RUS loans are administered through state Rural Development
offices, which can provide specific information concerning
RUS loan requirements and application procedures.
For the phone number of your state Rural Development office,
contact the National Drinking Water Clearinghouse at (800) 624-
8301 or (304) 293-4191.The list is also available on the RUS Web
site at www.usda.gov/rus/water/states/usamap.htm.On Tap . Spring 2001 . 40
QUESTION & ANSWER
by Vipin Bhardwaj
Technical Assistance Specialist
What is lead and how is it used?
Lead is a dense, dull gray, metallic element found in
nature. It is sometimes used in household plumbing
materials or in water service lines used to bring water
from the main to the home. It is also present in small
amounts in most brass, even that termed “lead-free,”
used in faucets and fittings.
Why is lead a problem? 
Lead is a toxic metal, known to be harmful to human
health if inhaled or ingested. Sources of lead exposure
include: ambient air, soil and dust (both inside and out-
side the home), food (which can be contaminated by lead
in the air or from lead in food containers), and water
(from corroded plumbing). 
What are the health effects?
Lead can cause a variety of adverse health effects
when people are exposed to it at levels above 15 parts per
billion (ppb). These effects include interference with red
blood cell chemistry; delays in normal physical and men-
tal development in babies and young children; slight
deficits in children’s attention span, hearing, and learn-
ing abilities; and slight blood pressure increases in some
adults. Occupationally-exposed adults can experience
neurological effects, including effects on mental perform-
ance. Lifetime exposure to lead can lead to kidney 
disease, stroke, and cancer.
How does lead get into my drinking water? 
Lead is rarely found in source water. The most com-
mon source of lead in a home’s water is the pipes, solder,
faucets, or fittings in the plumbing. The culprit is corro-
sion, a reaction between the water and the lead pipes or
solder. Dissolved oxygen, low pH (acidity), and low mineral
content in water are common causes of corrosion. One
factor that increases corrosion is the practice of grounding
electrical equipment to water pipes. Any electric current
traveling through the ground wire will accelerate corro-
sion of lead in the pipes. (Nevertheless, wires should not
be removed from pipes unless a qualified electrician
installs an adequate alternative grounding system.) 
Are there regulations controlling lead in drinking water? 
The 1991 National Primary Drinking Water
Regulations for Lead and Copper established an “action
level” of 15 ppb for lead in drinking water and a
Maximum Contaminant Level Goal of zero ppb. Public
water systems are required to optimize corrosion control.
Public water systems exceeding the lead action level must
provide public education, and, if appropriate, treat
source water and replace lead service lines. 
The 1996 Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)
Amendments require that only “lead-free” pipe, solder, or
flux may be used in the “installation or repair of public
water systems, or any plumbing in a residential or non-
residential facility providing water for human consump-
tion.” In addition, plumbing codes prohibit the use of “pipe,
plumbing fittings, fixtures, faucets that do not  meet the
criteria of American National Standards Institute/NSF
International (ANSI/NSF) Standard 61 for Drinking Water
System Components-Health Effects.” The SDWA regulates
the sale of solder and flux that is not lead free, unless the
solder or flux bears a prominent label stating that it is ille-
gal to use the solder or flux to install or repair any plumb-
ing providing water for human consumption. 
How can I detect lead and remove it from my water?
Between 1993 and 1995, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) required water suppliers to collect
water samples from household taps twice a year and ana-
lyze them to find out if lead was present above 15 ppb in
more than 10 percent of homes. If lead was present above
this level, the system was required to monitor the contam-
inant twice a year.  If contaminant levels were still found to
be above the action level, the water supplier had to take
steps to reduce the amount of lead to acceptable levels. 
How will I know if lead is in my drinking water?
If the levels of lead exceed the action level (i.e., 15
ppb), the system must notify the public. Customers will
be told what they can do at home to lower their exposure
to lead. Additional actions, such as providing alternate
drinking water supplies, may be required to prevent seri-
ous risks to public health.
How much lead can a faucet or plumbing device contain? 
Under the 1996 amendments to the SDWA, no plumb-
ing product used to install or repair any plumbing provid-
ing water for human consumption can contain more than
eight percent lead. To find out how much lead a plumbing
product contains, contact the manufacturer or the distrib-
utor. Another approach is to send the plumbing product to
a laboratory and have it analyzed for lead content.
However, this approach may not be practical, since the
cost of the test may be several times the purchase price of
the product. An alternative approach is to request verifica-
tion from the manufacturer that the product is ANSI/NSF
Standard 61 certified. ANSI/NSF certification means that
the product has been tested to see if it leaches excess lead. 
Lead
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Does my home’s age make a difference? 
Lead-contaminated drinking water is often a problem
in houses that are either very old or very new. Through
the early 1900s, it was common practice, in some areas
of the country, to use lead pipes for interior plumbing
and for the service connections that join residences to
public water supplies. (This practice ended only recently
in some places.) Plumbing installed before 1930 is most
likely to contain lead. 
New brass faucets and fittings can also leach lead,
even though they are supposedly “lead-free.” Scientific
data indicate that the newer the home, the greater the
risk of lead contamination. Lead levels decrease as a
building ages. This is because, as time passes, mineral
deposits form a coating on the inside of the pipes (if the
water is not corrosive). This coating insulates the water
from the solder. But, during the first five years (before the
coating forms) water is in direct contact with the lead. 
How can I tell if my water contains too much lead? 
If you suspect your water contains lead, you should
have it tested. Water samples from the tap will be col-
lected and sent to a qualified laboratory for analysis,
which costs between $20 and $100. Testing is especially
important in high-rise buildings where flushing might
not work.
Since you cannot see, taste, or smell lead dissolved in
water, testing is the only sure way of telling whether or
not there are harmful quantities of lead in your drinking
water. You should be particularly suspicious if your
home has lead pipes (lead is soft enough to be easily
scratched with a house key); if you see signs of corrosion
(frequent leaks, rust-colored water, stained dishes or
laundry); or if your non-plastic plumbing is less than five
years old. Your water supplier may have useful informa-
tion, including whether or not the service connector used
in your home or area is made of lead. 
Contact your local water utility or your local health
department for information and assistance. In some
instances, these authorities will test your tap water for
you, or they can refer you to a qualified laboratory. 
How can I reduce my exposure? 
If your drinking water is contaminated with lead (or
you have reason to believe that it is) there are several
things you can do to minimize your exposure. 
Immediate Steps 
The first step is to refrain from consuming water that
has been in contact with your home’s plumbing for more
than six hours, such as overnight or during your work day. 
Before using water for drinking or cooking, “flush”
the cold water faucet by allowing the water to run until
you can feel that the water has become as cold as it will
get. You must do this for each drinking water faucet.
Taking a shower will not flush your kitchen tap. 
Buildings built prior to about 1930 may have lead
service connectors. Letting the water run for an extra 15
seconds after it cools should also flush this service con-
nector. Flushing is important because the longer water is
exposed to lead pipes or lead solder, the greater the pos-
sible lead contamination. (The water that comes out after
flushing will not have been in extended contact with lead
pipes or solder). Once you have flushed a tap, you might
fill one or more bottles with water and put them in the
refrigerator for later use that day. (The water that was
flushed—usually one to two gallons—may be used for
non-consumption purposes, such as washing dishes or
clothes; it needn’t be wasted.) 
Never cook with or consume water from the hot-water
tap. Hot water dissolves lead more quickly than cold
water. If you need hot water, draw water from the cold tap
and heat it on the stove. Use only thoroughly flushed
water from the cold tap for any consumption. 
Other Actions 
If you are served by a public water system, contact
your supplier and ask whether or not the supply system
contains lead piping, and whether your water is corro-
sive. If either answer is “yes,” ask what steps the suppli-
er is taking to deal with the problem. Drinking water can
be treated at the plant to make it less corrosive.
(Treatment to reduce corrosion will also save you and the
water supplier money by reducing damage to plumbing.)
Corrosion control practices include pH and alkalinity
adjustment, calcium adjustment, or using silica or phos-
phate based corrosion inhibitors. 
Use a point-of use treatment device that removes lead
as either an attachment to a faucet or as a flow through
treatment device. Verify certification of the treatment unit
against appropriate ANSI/NSF standard. Certification
means that the manufacturers treatment claims have
been validated.
Water mains containing lead pipes can be replaced,
as well as those portions of lead service connections that
are under the jurisdiction of the supplier. Other methods
used to reduce lead levels include: ion exchange, lime
softening, reverse osmosis, coagulation with filtration,
and distillation. 
If you own a well or another water source, you can
treat the water to make it less corrosive using methods
discussed above. 
Where can I find more information? 
For more information about lead, call EPA’s Safe
Drinking Water Hotline at (800) 426-4791 or visit the
Office of Ground Water and Drinking Water Web site at
www.epa.gov/safewater/standards.html. Call the
National Drinking Water Clearinghouse at (800) 624-8301
or (304) 293-4191 to order lead guidance manuals and
other products. (See the products listing on page 42.)
Vipin Bhardwaj, technical assistance 
specialist,recently finished his masters degree 
in  agriculture,forestry,and consumer sciences at
West Virginia University.He expects to receive a
masters in civil engineering this summer.On Tap . Spring 2001 . 42
Action Guide for Source
Water Funding:Small
Town and Rural County
Strategies for Protecting
Critical Water Supplies
This guide summarizes
the drinking water protec-
tion responsibilities of
local governments. It
explains assistance available to local govern-
ments through the 1996 amendments to the
Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) and identifies
key points at which local, timely input can help
determine state-based water priorities.
(National Center for Small Communities)
DWBLFN12/Booklet,27 pp.— 1997
Financial Accounting Guide for Small 
Water Utilities
This document provides a comprehensive
look into the small system accounting.
It explains how to set up a simple,
worktable accounting system, which
provides system managers the infor-
mation required to make financial
decisions. The guide offers basic
concepts needed to understand
small water utility accounting,
an explanation of how to create
a steady flow of information,
and tips to developing an
accounting system. (Kansas
Rural Water Association)
DWBKFN14/Book,67 pp.— 1997
Drinking Water Infrastructure Needs
Survey:First Report to Congress
This needs survey was designed to estimate
how much money systems nationwide would
have to invest to comply with all current and
anticipated federal drinking water regulations
and maintain their infrastructure. The survey
includes information about more than 4,000
Manual of Small Public Water Supply Systems
This manual explains the Safe Drinking
Water Act and its effect on public water utili-
ties. It also describes the technical aspects of
public water supply, treatment, and distribu-
tion. (U.S. EPA)
DWBKDM05/Book,211 pp.— 1991
Regionalization Options for Small Water Systems
This document, designed for individuals
who will likely be involved in the regionaliza-
tion of water supply entities, describes many
forms of regionalization and analyzes
the associated benefits;
costs; and financial, legal,
organizational, and political
aspects. Case histories illus-
trate the kinds of regionaliza-
tion options available. Also
included are methods to help
communities evaluate and tai-
lor options for their particular
situation. (U.S. EPA)
DWBKDM08/Book,48 pp.— 1983
Standardized Costs for Water
Supply Distribution Systems:
Complete EPA Report
This report includes cost data for
construction, operation, and maintenance of
domestic water distribution pipelines, water
pumping stations, and water storage reser-
voirs. (U.S. EPA, HDR Engineering, Inc.)
DWBKDM19/Book,331 pp.— 1992
DRINKING WATER PRODUCTS
Products
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D
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C
Note: Call (800) 624-8301 or (304) 293-4191 to order products.
Please allow three to four weeks for delivery. Actual shipping
charges are added to each order. National Drinking Water
Clearinghouse products also may be ordered via e-mail at
ndwc_orders@mail.nesc.wvu.edu.Products are subject to availabil-
ity.Please verify price when ordering.On Tap . Spring 2001 . 43
water systems in the U.S., including more than
600 small water systems (serving between 25
and 3,300 people). (U.S. EPA)
DWBKFN09/Book,89 pp.— 1997
Financing for Small Public Water Systems
This report identifies the major potential
funding sources for small communities and
provides information about how to receive
funding. Although each funding source has its
own specific eligibility criteria and information
requirements, the most common requirements
are detailed in this document. (U.S. EPA)  
DWBLFN04/Booklet,20 pp.— 1992
Impact of Pipe Coatings on Drinking 
Water Quality
This booklet presents case studies of trace
chemical contamination in the City of Calgary’s
distribution system. In most of the cases, it was
observed that the cause of the contamination
was the internal pipe coating material. Results
suggest that proper and careful selection of the
pipe linings and testing are required to provide
safe drinking water. (The City of Calgary,
Engineering and Environmental Services
Department)
DWBLRE01/Booklet,8 pp.— no year available
Control of Biofilm Growth in Drinking Water
Distribution Systems
This book discusses biofilm growth in distribu-
tion systems. It addresses the reasons for biofilm
growth, how to detect such growth, and tech-
niques for controlling biofilm growth. (U.S. EPA)
DWBKOM03/Book,59 pp.— 1992
Introduction to Water Loss and Leak Detection
Prepared for operators of small water sys-
tems, this guide discusses the types of water
loss and the steps to isolate and pinpoint leaks.
(National Rural Water Association)
Item #DWBLOM04/Booklet,35 pp.— 1989
Safe Drinking Water Act Pocket Guide and 1996
Amendments 
This booklet is designed specifically for 
the owners and operators of small water sys-
tems. It explains the Safe Drinking Water Act
(SDWA) in clear and understandable terms. 
It also furnishes the 1996 amendments to 
the SDWA, including source and groundwater
protection, consumer awareness, and public
notification information. (U.S. EPA)
DWPKRG25/Packet,60 pp.— 1996
Lead and Copper Rule Decision Diagram
This poster shows a step-by-step process
for small systems to follow for complying with
the Lead and Copper Rule. (NDWC)
DWPSPE10/Poster,1 page — 1992
EPA Monitoring Guidance Document for the
Lead and Copper Rule
Developed for water system operators, these
manuals explain how to conduct the various
required sampling programs for different sized
systems. Also included is information about
how to determine where lead service lines are
located and how to set up a tap water collection
program. (U.S. EPA) 
(for Public Water Systems serving fewer
than 100 people)
DWBLRG15/Booklet,37 pp.— 1992
(for Public Water Systems serving 101-500
people)
DWBLRG14/Booklet,38 pp.— 1992
(for Public Water Systems serving 501-
3,300 people)
DWBLRG13/Booklet,37 pp.— 1992
(for Public Water Systems serving 3,301-
10,000 people)
DWBLRG12/Booklet,37 pp.— 1992
Seminar Publication:Control of Lead and
Copper in Drinking Water
This book discusses vari-
ous topics such as regulatory
and monitoring issues for
lead and copper. It also
explores tests that can be
conducted to assess corrosion
control and presents recom-
mendations to utilities for per-
forming corrosion control
studies. (U.S. EPA)
DWBKRE11/Book,113 pp.— 1993
Lead in Your Drinking Water:
Actions You Can Take To Reduce Lead in
Drinking Water
This fact sheet contains information about
the health risks associated with lead in drink-
ing water and the actions that can be taken to
reduce lead in drinking water. More detailed
information is presented through questions
and answers. Definitions of related terms and
additional assistance information are provided
as well. (U.S. EPA)
DWBLPE16/Booklet,4 pp.— 1993
Drinking Water Regulations and Health
Advisories
This booklet provides drinking water stan-
dards and health advisories for numerous
organics, inorganics, and certain radionuclides.
The standards are presented for the Maximum
Contaminant Level and the Maximum
Contaminant Level Goals. The health advisories
are presented for both children and adults in
terms of maximum dose that a person can beOn Tap . Spring 2001 . 44
exposed to, release dose, and the cancer group
of each chemical. (U.S. EPA)
DWBLRG44/Booklet,14 pp.— 1996
Water Testing
This booklet explains water testing and
treatment for households that depend upon
their own well, spring, or cistern for drinking
water. Provided is information about choosing
water tests, collecting water samples, and
receiving test results. (Ohio Cooperative
Extension Service, The Ohio State University)
DWBLPE58/Booklet,3 pp.—1993
Tech Brief Package
The NDWC’s Tech Briefs are four-page fact
sheets included in On Tap. Each fact sheet pro-
vides concise technical information about a
drinking water treatment technology relevant
to small systems. The documents are aimed at
drinking water professionals, particularly
small system operators, and the content is fair-
ly technical. Tables and/or helpful illustrations
are provided, as are sources for more informa-
tion. A three-ring binder holds all the current
Tech Briefs in print. New selections can be eas-
ily added to the package, as they become avail-
able. (NDWC)
DWPKPE71/Packet — 2001 
Home Water Treatment Units:Filtering Fact
from Fiction
Produced to respond to the public's request
for information, this brochure provides infor-
mation about the proper use of home water
treatment units, the misconceptions about
unit "approval," possible false or misleading
promotions, and references to help consumers
make informed decisions. (US EPA)
DWBRPE03/Brochure,2 pp.—1990
Ordering Information
Phone:
(800) 624-8301 or 
(304) 293-4191 
Business hours are 8 a.m.to                 
5 p.m.Eastern Time
E-mail:
ndwc_orders@mail.nesc.wvu.edu
Fax:
(304) 293-3161
Mail:
National Drinking Water Clearinghouse
West Virginia University
P.O.Box 6064
Morgantown,WV 26506-6064 
Please indicate the product item num-
ber,title,and quantity for each item
ordered.Make sure you include your
name,affiliation,address,and phone
number with each order.
Free items are limited to one of each
per order.
Shipping and handling charges are
actual shipping and handling costs for
all orders.All orders from outside the
U.S.(excluding Canada) must be pre-
paid.
All payments must be in U.S.
dollars using VISA,MasterCard,
Discover,check,or money order.
To place your order using VISA,
MasterCard,or Discover,include your
credit card number,expiration date,
and signature on the order form.
Make checks payable to 
West Virginia University.
Please allow two to four weeks for 
delivery.
Name ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Affiliation ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City ______________________________________________________________________ State ____________Zip Code ________________________
Phone ( _____ ) ______________________________________________ Fax ( _____ ) ______________________________________________________
E-mail Address __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Please check form of payment:
Check/Money Order MasterCard VISA Discover 
Card Number ________________________________________________________________________________
Expiration Date ________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Signature (Required for credit card orders.)
NDWC Products Order Form
Item Number Title Qty.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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keep the cost reasonable while
providing, good dependable
protection.
Reduced Pressure Principle
Backflow Preventer—This
device provides maximum pro-
tection against backsiphonage
and backpressure conditions.It
is essentially a modified double
check valve with an atmos-
pheric vent. It is designed so
that the area between the
checks is always at least two
pounds less than the supply
pressure.
Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Cross
Connection Control Manual
CCC Devices Protect
Water Supplies
Continued from page 21
3/4 inch thru
2 inches
100 psi
95 psi
94 psi
Atmospheric Vacuum Breaker
“These facts help us connect
with the important role we each
play as stewards, or protectors,
of groundwater,” notes McCray.
“Humans can adversely affect
the resource. Fortunately, there
are simple steps that will help
protect groundwater and the
wells systems that distribute it.”
• Always use licensed or certified
water well drillers and pump
installers when a well is con-
structed or serviced, or when the
pump is installed or serviced. 
• Keep hazardous materials away
from any well. Never dump such
materials as motor oil, or any-
thing else that could impact
water quality onto the land 
Groundwater Awareness Week Held in May
Continued from page 11 surface, into a hole or pit, or into
a surface water supply.
“National Groundwater Awareness
Week is not a celebration, like the
Fourth of July has become,” says
McCray. “Instead, we should use the
week to reflect more deeply on
groundwater’s value and its contribu-
tions to our lives.”
For more information about
National Ground Water Awareness
Week, contact the NGWA at 601
Dempsey Road, Westerville, OH
43081. Or call (800) 551-7379 or (614)
898-7791. You also may email the
organization at ngwa@ngwa.org.  Or
visit their Web site at www.ngwa.org.
For more information about how to
protect your well, contact a state
groundwater or water well associa-
tion, the NGWA, or from your county
agricultural extension agent.
for the project. Project Attorney
Williams says if the town begins con-
demnation proceedings and the
owner of the land decides to sign the
agreement, the case will be dropped.
The light at the end of the tunnel?
By late February 2001, the town
was so close to the magic 80 percent
number that the lending officials
gave them the green light to advertise
construction bids.
RUS Program Director for West
Virginia Randy Plum offered his
moral support at a council meeting.
“You all have gone from a slow sim-
mer to a fast boil in a very short
time,” Plum says. “It is very impor-
tant that you keep at this pace.”
Though the town has collected
the 80 percent, it will still need to
collect the remaining 20 percent of
the agreements before construction
can begin
After the advertisement has been
placed in newspapers, both Mason-
town and Reedsville will have 30
days to accept bids. The towns can
hold the bids for up to 90 days.
Lessons You Can Learn From Other’s Mistakes
Then the two towns will have
three options: accept a bid to start
construction, re-bid the project, or
accept a bid and ask the contractor
for a bid extension.
Plum told town leaders a bid
extension can sometimes come with
a cost, and he would like to see a bid
accepted during the spring when
prices are better.
Council hopes construction will
begin during the summer of 2001.
Jamie Knotts has worked
as an editor with the NDWC
for three years. He grew up
not far from Masontown,
West Virginia.
Continued from page 25
Need answers to
your drinking
water questions?
Technical assistance specialists
at the National Drinking Water
Clearinghouse (NDWC) are
available to answer questions
about drinking water issues
such as specific regulatory
requirements, financing
options, contaminants, and
how to treat water quality
problems.
If you have a drinking water-
related questions and don’t
know where to turn, call the
NDWC at (800) 624-8301 or
(304) 293-4191 and ask to
speak with a drinking water
technical assistance specialist.On Tap . Spring 2001 . 46
1869, the city unveiled a new engi-
neering feat that made newspaper
headlines around the world.
Water Tunnels Supply Chicago
The Chicago Waterpower sup-
plied the city with water through a
twin-tunnel system that extended
two miles out into Lake Michigan.
Offshore, the clear lake water
entered an underwater shaft leading
to the tunnel below the lake-bed
where a wooden crib protected the
intake shaft. 
The first tunnel, completed in
1869, contained a massive three
foot-wide, 138 foot-tall standpipe
that equalized pressure in the mains
throughout the city’s water system.
The building was miraculously
spared in the Great Chicago Fire of
1871 and still stands as a monu-
ment to the city’s past. 
Coal-fired, steam-driven engines
drew water from the tunnel beneath
the lake. They provided 15 million
gallons per day into the city’s water
mains. When the pumping station
was modernized in 1906 and new
engines installed, the standpipe was
removed. The station today contains
six powerful engines, which pump
72.5 million gallons on an average day. 
Today, more than 250 million
people in the U.S.—or approximately
90 percent of the population—get
their water from community water
systems.
References:
The History of Plumbing in America 
www.theplumber.com
“Environmental Works” Encyclopædia
Britannica www.britannica.com
first city in America to build a large-
scale waterworks as it drew upon the
Schuykill River’s ample supply. Once
the city installed its new iron pipes,
it sold its cast-off wooden pipes to
Burlington, New Jersey, where they
remained in use until 1887.
In the mid-19th century, New
York City finished an ambitious proj-
ect that brought water from the
Croton River, some 40 miles north of
Manhattan. By the time it was com-
pleted in 1842, the project had 41
miles of channel (at a constant slope
of 13.5 inches per mile), 16 tunnels,
114 culverts, and a bridge over the
Harlem River.
Efficient waterworks depend on
pumps. Prior to steam power in the
1800s, water wheels harnessed river
flow to raise the water. On the fron-
tier and on farms, windmills and
simple hydraulic pumps provided
the most efficient means of pumping
water for the entire farmyard. A stor-
age tank large enough to hold two or
three days’ water supply was mount-
ed on the upper floor of the barn,
and water was then piped to individ-
ual locations.
By the late 1800s, windmill use
was in full force. But metropolitan
areas require more than windmills or
simple hydraulic pumps to generate
a water supply for an entire popula-
tion, especially for those in the
throes of the Industrial Revolution.
For example, Chicago’s population
soared from 350 people in 1835 to
more than 60,000 by mid-century. In
A Brief History of Drinking Water Distribution
Photo by Harriet Emerson
Continued from page 19
Fun Time Puzzle Solutions
Built in 1869,the Chicago Water Tower
was a central component of that city's
visionary water system in the 19th
Century.The Tower survived the great
fire of 1871 and is still in use today.
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How Things Work
In every operation there is
an above the line and a
below the line. Above the
line is what you do by the
book. Below the line is how
you do the job.
John Le Carré (1931-    )On Tap . Spring 2001 . 47
Ten Years Serving You:Raise a glass of cool,clean water to toast our anniversary
about water demand management.
It’s not over estimating to say that
Mohamed and I went over parts of
that issue 10 times, working to get
the wording just right.”
With the departure of both Lahlou
and Madabhushi this past year, the
NDWC is presently seeking to fill two
engineering positions. Four WVU
graduate students, Lacoa Corder,
Jimmy Shreeves, Anurag Upadhyay,
and Niranjan Mysore, now help with
technical assistance, and four full-
time writers and editors produce
NDWC’s publications. These folks
plus other support personnel (cleri-
cal, administrative, and product dis-
tribution) bring the present number
of staff to 15 people.
Today’s On Tap
The NDWC’s 10-year anniversary
seemed a fitting time to give the orga-
nization’s two publications a new
look. After the NSFC’s newsletter con-
verted to Small Flows Quarterly mag-
azine last year, Saxena suggested that
On Tap and Water Sense combine to
become a magazine also. Editors
Kathy Jesperson and Mark Kemp-Rye
and Assistant Editor Jamie Knotts are
excited about the change.
“This is only the second time On
Tap’s appearance has changed since
I’ve been here,” Jesperson said, “and
I think this change is a good one.
People will recognize On Tap’s style
within the new magazine’s pages,
and I believe our readers will be
happy with the new look.”
Kemp-Rye edited Water Sense for
two and a half years. “Both Kathy
and I, as editors of the old newslet-
ters, wrote extensively,” Kemp-Rye
said. “Now that we’ll be co-editors of
On Tap, we thought it would be use-
ful to divide the publication year up.
For each issue, one of us takes over
most of the editorial duties, and the
other focuses more on writing arti-
cles. We’ll still share a lot of the work,
of course. And we’ve always worked
well together, so everything should
run pretty smoothly.”
Where do we go from here? 
In addition to publishing a new
magazine, NDWC services are
expanding in other new directions.
One project stems from public educa-
tion work NDWC is doing with the
West Virginia Bureau of Public
Health on source water assessment.
Other projects provide service on a
national level.
“We are also working with the
Water Systems Council to develop an
inventory of national well regulations
as they apply state-by-state to well
systems for drinking water,” Saxena
said. “A third project, which at this
point is still an emerging idea, is to
work with EPA technology assistance
centers on a continuing basis, sup-
porting some of their activities. The
first one will be the Illinois Technol-
ogy Assistance Center, then we’ll con-
tinue to extend our help to others.”
That’s one thing people in the
drinking water field can be sure: The
NDWC will most definitely continue
helping you any way that we can.
Michelle Moore is the new
NDWC promotions editor.
She previously edited
Pipeline,a publication of
the National Small Flows Clearinghouse.
Continued from page 36
“The convenience is just tremen-
dous,” says Larry T. Williams of
Pierce County, Washington. He oper-
ates three very small drinking water
systems—with nine, 96, and 328
hookups—on a part-time basis, in
addition to his full-time job as a
maintenance supervisor at a larger
treatment plant. “I live in a rural
area, and with a schedule like mine,
online training is the only way I’ll be
able to get CEUs.”
Williams took the Institute’s fil-
tration course, both to earn the
remaining CEUs he needed for the
year and to prepare for his upcoming
exam for the basic treatment opera-
Drinking Water Operators Train on the Internet
tor certification. “I was able to do
coursework and take tests on
Saturday morning, at lunch, or in
the evening,” he says, noting that he
did not have to deal with the time
lags involved with back and forth
mailings of correspondence courses.
He has since recommended the
Online Institute to colleagues.
How common is online training for
drinking water operators? “We haven’t
come across anything else where all
the training is online. We’ve seen
some training with combinations of
online learning and CD-ROM or class-
room components,” Joswick says. 
So far, the feedback has been very
positive, according to Joswick.
Students like the pace and content of
the courses. “Most of the comments
we’ve received have been: ‘We want
more courses,’” he adds. 
For more information about AWWA’s
Online Institute, visit its Web site at
www.awwa.org/learnonline, or e-mail
the Institute at online@awwa.org.
From 1995 to 1998,Laurie
Klappauf edited the
NDWC newsletter Water
Sense.She currently works
as a freelance environmental journalist.
Continued from page 27On Tap . Spring 2001 . 48
7. Ancient stone slab with markings
8. Wood finishers
9. Mai ___ (drink)
10. Make amends
11. Skeleton parts
12. Angry
14. King's joker?
18. Syrian alarm?
20. Verdi opera
24. The best
26. Utopian
27. NDWC Funder
28. Not closed
29. Elm or Maple
31. Gloomy
34. Certain tests
35. Speak
36. Not all
Across
1. Reduced water flow 
(with 5 across)
5. (see 1-across)
9. Forbidden (var.)
13. Start of a fairy tale?
14. Cabal
15. On
16. How a system grows 
(with 17-across)
17. (see 16-across)
19. Swellings
21. ____ but goody
22. Born,in France
23. Locale
25. Most creepy
27. Decay
30. Where the farmer is?
32. Primary color
33. Hilarity
38. Visionary
39. King ___
40. Prime
42. Prehistoric human
47. Untruth
48. Calendar length
49. Omelet necessity
50. Gratuity
54. Fastballer Nolan ____
56. Neighbor of Mex.
57. Mid-March
59. In the same place
63. Rule
66. Resident of Warsaw
67. Angers
68. Jargon
69. Strategy
70. Being
71. Auld Lang ____
72. Cravings
Down 
1. Trench
2. Author Bagnold
3. Teenage problem
4. Judges
5. Unit of illumination
6. Knows
FUN TIME
NDWC Crossword Puzzle
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37. Hang-up
41. School subj.
43. Nil (syn.)
44. Deceased mule (two words)
45. Making fodder
46. Resident of the Middle East
50. Unit of radioactivity
51. Druggies
52. The Magicians,Alchemists,Gnomes,
and Elves Society (abbr.)
53. Not dryly
55. Pleasantly cool
58. City in China
60. Former Senator from Kansas
61. Flair
62. Sign on restroom door
64. Employ
65. First number
Solution on page 46On Tap . Spring 2001 . 49
Quote
“With nature’s help, human kind
can set into creation all that is 
necessary and life sustaining.”
Hildegard von Bingen (1098-1179)
Water Fact
Seventy-five percent of a living tree is water.
Seventy-five percent of a human brain is also water.
Ponder that the next time you find yourself in a 
battle of wits with a tree!
Drinking Water Trivia
The number of people worldwide who have no
access to safe drinking water is at least:
a. 14
b. 500 million 
c. 750 million
d. one billion
e. two billion
Answer: According to Safe Water Systems of
Honolulu, Hawaii, more than one billion people
worldwide have no access to safe drinking water.
Many residents of developing countries gather fire-
wood to boil microbiologically contaminated water.
But where firewood cannot be gathered, wood or
other fuel must be purchased; the cost of boiling
water often consumes up to 25 percent of a family’s
income.
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Disinfection
Flushing
Pressure
Supply
Distribution
Line
Regionalism
Trenches
Extension
NDWC
Regulations
Water
Word Search
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by John Mori,Ph.D.
Manager of the National Environmental 
Services Center
I have a sign on my door that reads,
“change is inevitable, progress is optional.”
The sign stays there as a reminder to me that
the main reason I come to work each day is to
continue to improve on the work I’ve done
before. Many of the people I work with share
this philosophy.
You have before you the new On Tap maga-
zine. It is a visual symbol of the hard work, and
continuous improvement that has occurred at
the National Drinking Water Clearinghouse
(NDWC) over the past 10 years.  Yes, the NDWC
is celebrating its 10th anniversary, and it has
been a wonderful and rewarding journey. Over
the last decade, I have been impressed, watch-
ing an organization come into existence one
day, blossom and be recognized nationally for
providing a spectrum of important services and
necessary information. NDWC’s ultimate goal
is to continue to surpass itself and to con-
stantly evolve into a more comprehensive infor-
mation and service provider to the nation. 
The NDWC is dedicated to customer satis-
faction. Unfortunately, today many corpora-
tions pay only lip service to that phrase. But
the NDWC is serious about providing genuine
customer satisfaction. This means courteous
service and providing you, the customer, with
an array of information and services that will
make your job easier.  
The new On Tap magazine has another
aspect to it. One can hardly visit a newsstand
today without seeing either a major article or
magazine cover devoted to some aspect of
water purity or supply. The issue of water sup-
ply is key to peace in the Middle East, for
example. Groundwater contamination is spur-
ring private and government action around the
world. Slowly, global consciousness is being
raised about the importance of water. 
The NDWC felt that creating a magazine
would, in its own subtle way, carry with it a
greater sense of the importance of water. At the
same time, the new format provides a platform
for further change and innovation.
Still other changes are occurring. The
NDWC, as many of you know, is but one of the
programs located at West Virginia University
that are dedicated to assisting small communi-
ties resolve their infrastructure problems. The
other programs are: The National Small Flows
Clearinghouse (which specializes in wastewater
treatment), the National Environmental
Training Center for Small Communities (which
focuses on training in the areas of drinking
water, wastewater, and solid waste), and the
National Onsite Demonstration Program (a
series of wastewater projects in communities
throughout the country). All of these programs
will soon be placed into a new organizational
structure called the National Environmental
Services Center (NESC).
The NESC  vision is to be more than just a
loose grouping of programs dedicated to small
communities. The vision is to construct a com-
prehensive organization dedicated to healthy
American communities. We plan to take advan-
tage of the synergy and cooperation that
already exists among these programs. We plan
to use the collective, positive recognition that
these programs have developed to allow us to
be even more relevant to the communities we
serve. So, look for a multitude of new changes,
including a new Web site, new field services,
and new ways to convey information to you,
our customer. 
As you can see, we like what we do, we
believe in its importance, and we are never sat-
isfied with our current state.
Finally, I personally wish to thank you, the
reader, for helping us become what we have
become. Your comments, constructive criti-
cism, fresh ideas, and genuine cooperation are
vital to us. 
To learn more about the National Environmental
Services Center or any of its programs, write to PO
Box 6064, Morgantown, WV, 26506-6064 or visit
our Web site at www.nesc.wvu.edu.
An anthropologist by training,John
Mori has more than 20 years experi-
ence working with small communities
on environmental and social issues.
The Challenge
of Change
UNTIL NEXT TIME . . .Water Systems and Earthquakes
Drought Still Affects Much of the U.S.
What on earth is GASB 34,and why should 
you care?
Water Treatment Using Diatomaceous Earth
Source Water Protection
Technical Assistance Centers
Water Project Funding through State
Infrastructure and Jobs Development Councils
What do you do when your equipment fails and
you discover that the manufacturer has gone out
of business? The Tale of Catawissa,Pennsylvania
Smart Growth and Small Communities
The Odd Couple:The Nature Conservancy and 
the Drinking Water State Revolving Fund
IN COMING ISSUES
National Drinking Water
Clearinghouse
Provides free and low-cost technical
assistance, products, and informa-
tion services about small commu-
nity drinking water systems and
related issues
National
Environmental
Services Center
The National Environmental Services Center is part of the
National Research Center for Coal and Energy at West
Virginia University. The division’s four federally funded
programs provide a “one-stop-shop” of information to
protect the environmental health of
America’s small communities.
National Small Flows
Clearinghouse
Offers free and low-cost tech-
nical assistance, products, and
information services regarding
small community and onsite
wastewater treatment and 
pollution prevention issues
National Onsite 
Demonstration 
Program: 
Promotes and develops man-
agement strategies for onsite
wastewater treatment in our
nation's small communities
National Environmental
Training Center for Small
Communities 
Offers toll-free training assis-
tance and referral information,
along with training curricula
and related low-cost products,
in the areas of drinking water,
wastewater, and solid waste 
(304) 293-4191
(304) 293-3161 FAX
“
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(800) 624-8301
www.nesc.wvu.edu
Do You Have Great
Ideas?
Do you have a great question for
our “Ask the Experts” column? For that
matter,do you have a great idea for an article we
should publish in this magazine? The On Tap edi-
tors are always eager to hear story ideas and top-
ics we should cover in these pages.
Write to us at:
On Tap Editor,
National Drinking Water Clearinghouse
West Virginia University
PO Box 6064
Morgantown WV  26506-6064
You may also send an e-mail to editors Mark
Kemp-Rye (mkemp@wvu.edu) or Kathy Jesperson
(kjespers@wvu.edu) or give us a call, toll-free, at
(800) 624-8301.We’d love to hear from you!Our mission at the National Drinking Water Clearinghouse (NDWC) is to
make sure people in small towns and rural areas have the best drinking water
possible. The NDWC has information available to help your community
achieve that goal.
If you have questions about drinking water issues,
look to the NDWC for answers.We provide a variety
of services, including a toll-free technical assistance
hotline,more than 300 free and low-cost education-
al products, and the free magazine On Tap.T h e
NDWC also sponsors conferences, workshops, and
seminars to bring our services to you in person.
Our staff is made up of engineers,researchers,tech-
nical writers, and editors who locate and distribute
information on subjects,such as:
• water treatment technologies,
• source water protection issues,
• operation and management strategies,
• regulatory updates,and
• funding sources for community water
treatment infrastructure.
NDWC maintains three information databases:
RESULTS 3.0 [Registry of Equipment Suppliers of
Treatment Technologies for Small Systems], an orga-
nizational database with more than 300 drinking-
water related groups listed,and a general information
database with close to 2,000 water-related article top-
ics. All three databases are accessible to the public
through our Website at www.ndwc.wvu.edu.
The technical assistance hotline may be reached Mon-
day through Friday from 8 a.m.–5 p.m.Eastern Time.
Contact us today for a free information packet.
National Drinking Water Clearinghouse
West Virginia University Research Corporation
West Virginia University
P.O. Box 6064
Morgantown, WV 26506-6064
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The National Drinking Water Clearinghouse 
assists small communities by collecting, 
developing, and providing timely information 
relevant to drinking water issues.
Suepriya Saxena, Neil
Saxena, Emily Kerns, Ross
Levelle, Trey Lewis, and
Adrienne Kemp-Rye cele-
brate clean water on a
spring day. Accompanying
the kids—all children of
NESC employees—is Shay, a
border collie.
Photos by Harriet Emerson and
Michelle Moore